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notes to financial statements

note 1 - general information 
The Development Bank of the Philippines (DBP or the “Parent Bank”), created under  Republic  Act No. 85, as amended by Executive Order No. 81 dated 
December 3, 1986, primarily provides banking services principally to cater to the medium and long-term financing needs of agricultural and industrial enterprises 
particularly in the countryside with emphasis on small and medium-scale industries.  The Parent Bank also provides financial assistance to participating financial 
institutions for on-lending to investment enterprises and direct to borrowers as  may be required by its catalytic role in the economy. It is likewise involved in other 
activities including investments in government and private financial instruments.

The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), in its letter dated December 20, 1995, granted the Parent Bank the permit to operate as an expanded commercial bank (EKB).  
The Parent Bank commenced operation as an EKB on February 7, 1996.

The Parent Bank and its subsidiaries referred to as the Group are engaged in development banking, financing, management services, computer services, 
leasing and remittance services.

Its principal place of business is at Sen. Gil J. Puyat Avenue Corner Makati Avenue, Makati City.  

As of December 31, 2014, the Group had 2,495 employees (2013 – 2,459) and operated a total of 105 branches nationwide.

These financial statements have been approved and authorized for issuance by the Board of Directors of the Parent Bank on July 8, 2015.

note 2 - summary of significant accounting policies

Basis of Financial Statement Preparation

The consolidated financial statements comprise the consolidated statement of financial position, the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income showing as 
two statements, the statement of changes in capital funds, the statement of cash flows and the notes.

These financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis modified by the fair value measurement of financial assets on trading and available for sale securities, 
derivative financial instruments and real and other properties owned.
 
The accompanying financial statements of the Parent Bank reflect the accounts maintained in the Regular Banking Unit (RBU) and Foreign Currency Deposit Unit (FCDU).

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS) requires the use of certain critical accounting estimates It also 
requires management to exercise its judgment in applying the Group’s accounting policies. The areas involving a higher degree of judgment or complexity, or areas where 
assumptions and estimates are significant to the consolidated financial statements are disclosed in Note 3.

Statement of Compliance

The Group’s consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the Philippines as set forth in the PFRS except 
for the following:

a) In 2014, the financial statements of the Group have been prepared in compliance with the accounting principles generally accepted in the Philippines for banks or  
 Philippine GAAP for banks specifically on transactions discussed in Note 12.  In July 2011, the Parent Bank  participated in a bond exchange covering its eligible  
 government bonds.  The SEC granted an exemptive relief from the existing tainting  rule on Held-to-maturity (HTM) investment under PAS 39, Financial Instruments:  
 Recognition and Measurement while the BSP also provided the same  exemption for prudential reporting to participants Following this exemption, the basis of  
 preparation of the financial statements of the availing entities shall not be PFRS but should be the prescribed financial reporting framework for entities which are given  
 relief from certain requirements of the full PFRS.

 As of December 31, 2014, had the Parent Bank accounted for the transaction under PFRS,  the  unamortized  balance  of  the  deferred  gain  on exchange of P 40.14  
 million would have been credited to the Parent Bank’s 2014 net income and the entire HTM investment portfolio  with amortized cost of P 63.70  billion would  
 have been reclassified to AFS investments and carried at fair value with net unrealized gain of P 5.15 billion (under capital funds and statement of profit or loss and other  
 comprehensive income of the Parent Bank).

b) Retroactive to 2006, Hybrid Tier 1 interest coupon payments are recognized as dividends and deducted from retained earnings instead of interest expense.  

The Monetary Board of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, under M.B. Resolution No. 1063 (henceforth, “Resolution 1063”) dated August 14, 2008, directed the treatment of the 
National Government (NG) foreign exchange risk cover on the foreign currency borrowings of the Parent Bank from multilateral agencies, for relending to specific sectors, as a 
derivative financial instrument. The foreign exchange risk cover is a bilateral agreement between the DBP and the NG, through the Department of Finance (DOF) which insures 
DBP from future losses brought about by changes in foreign currency rates.
 
To comply with the above BSP-prescribed treatment, the Parent Bank, retroactive to the PFRS transition year 2005, revalued its borrowings in accordance with PAS 21 and 
determined the fair value of the derivatives by the use of standard option valuation methodologies as required under PAS 39. However, application of both standards resulted 
in residual gain/(loss) which was, in turn, credited or charged to Miscellaneous Liabilities, hence a qualified opinion was rendered by the Commission on Audit (COA) on the 
Group’s financial statements from 2007 to 2012.
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In the course of the above events, the Parent Bank repeatedly communicated its request to BSP reiterating the Bank’s position that the Foreign Exchange (FX) risk cover by 
the NG should not be treated as a derivative financial instrument given the original intention (and treatment) by the parties (namely: DBP and the NG). In addition, given the 
general tenor and understanding that the NG is to reimburse the Parent Bank in the event its FX revaluation yields a loss, and, further, since the NG’s ability to reimburse the 
Parent Bank is risk-free, the usual vicissitudes attendant to a derivative are not present in this instance. 

Finally, on March 6, 2014, the Parent Bank’s request for a regulatory relief (vis-à-vis Resolution 1063) was granted by the BSP Monetary Board when it issued MB 
Resolution No. 393. The MB approval covered the following:

1.  To grant regulatory relief to the DBP from the applicability of Resolution No. 1063 dated 14 August 2008, to the Foreign Exchange Risk Cover Agreement between  
 the DBP and the NG, without prejudice to the opinion that will be rendered by COA on the Bank’s financial statements; and

2.  To allow DBP to reclassify its revaluation loss from foreign currency-denominated borrowings as Accounts Receivable, in its prudential reports to the BSP.

To conform to the above-mentioned regulatory relief granted to the Parent Bank by the BSP Monetary Board, the fair market value of the derivatives were reversed together with 
the residual value which was previously credited to the Parent Bank’s Miscellaneous Liability item in its Balance Sheet. The resulting FX revaluation gains or losses were either 
charged or credited to the “Accounts Receivable NG FX Differential” account as provided for by BSP. Upon settlement, the revaluation gains or losses on the accounts falling due 
were reversed. Any losses were recognized as claims to the National Government or Accounts Receivable – Bureau of Treasury and gains, on the other hand, were credited to 
operations as Foreign Exchange gains, consistent with PAS 21.
 
The above adjustments were effected in the Group’s Financial Statements for CY 2013 and its comparative figures for CY 2012.

Adoption of New and Amended PFRS

The Financial Reporting Standards Council (FRSC) has approved new standards, amendments and interpretations to existing standards as follows:

 a. Effective January 1, 2014 that are relevant to the Group 
  
  1. Amendment to PAS 32, ‘Financial Instruments: Presentation’ on offsetting financial assets and liabilities. This amendment clarifies that the right of set-off  
   must not be contingent on a future event.  It must also be legally enforceable for all counterparties in the normal course of business, as well as in the event  
   of default, insolvency or bankcruptcy.  The amendment also considers settlement mechanisms.  The amendment did not have significant effect on the  
   Group’s financial statements.

  2. Amendment to PAS 36, ‘Impairment of assets’ on the recoverable amount disclosures for non-financial assets.  This amendment removed certain  
   disclosures of the recoverable amount of cash generating units (CGUs) which had been included in PAS 36 by the issue of PFRS 13, Fair Value   
   Measurement. The amendment did not have a significant effect on the Group’s financial statements.
 
  3. Amendment to PAS 39, ‘Financial Instruments: Recognition and measurement’ on the novation of derivatives and the continuation of hedge accounting.  
   This amendment considers legislative changes to ‘over-the-counter’ derivatives and the establishment of central counterparties. Under PAS 39, novation  
   of derivatives to central counterparties would result in discontinuance of hedge accounting.  The amendment provides relief from discontinuing hedge  
   accounting when novation of a hedge instrument meets specified criteria. The amendment did not have a significant effect on the Group’s financial statements.

 b. New Standards, amendments and interpretations not yet adopted
 
  1. PFRS 9, ‘Financial Instruments’, addresses the classification, measurement and recognition of financial assets and financial liabilities The complete  
   version of PFRS 9 was issued in July 2014.  It replaces the guidance in PAS 39 that relates to the classification and measurement of financial instruments.   
   PFRS 9 retains but simplifies the mixed measurement model and establishes three primary measurement categories for financial assets: amortized  
   cost, fair value through other comprehensive income and fair value through profit or loss.  The basis of  classification depends on the entity’s business  
   model and the contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial asset.  Investments in equity instruments are required to be measured at fair value  
   through profit or loss with the irrevocable option at inception to present changes in fair value in other comprehensive income with no recycling to profit  
   or loss. There is now a new expected credit losses model that replaces the incurred loss impairment model used in PAS 39.  For financial liabilities, there  
   were no changes to classification and measurement except for the recognition of changes in own credit risk in other comprehensive income for liabilities  
   designated at fair value through profit or loss.  PFRS 9 relaxes the requirement for hedge effectiveness by replacing the bright line hedge effectiveness  
   tests. It requires an economic relationship between the hedge item and hedging instrument and for the ‘hedged ratio’ to be the same as the one  
   management actually use for risk management purposes.  Contemporaneous documentation is still required but is different to that currently prepared  
   under PAS 39.  The standard is effective for accounting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2018.  Early adoption is permitted.

  2. PFRS 15, ‘Revenue from contracts with customers’, deals with revenue recognition and establishes principles for reporting useful information to users of  
   financial statements about the nature, amount, timing and uncertainty of revenue and cash flows arising from an entity’s contracts with customers.   
   Revenue is recognized when a customer obtains control of a good or service and thus has the ability to  direct the use and obtain the benefits from the  
   good or service. The standard replaces PAS 18 ‘Revenue’ and PAS 11 ‘Construction contracts’ and related interpretations. The standard is effective for  
   annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2017 and earlier application is permitted.
 
The Group will assess impact of these amendments on its financial position or performance when they become effective.
 
Basis of Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of the Parent Bank and its subsidiaries and are prepared for the same reporting period as the Parent Bank using 
consistent accounting policies. The percentage of effective ownership of the Parent Bank in operating subsidiaries at December 31, 2014 is as follows:

Percentage of ownership

DBP Data Center, Incorporated - 100 % owned
DBP Management Corporation - 100 % owned
DBP Leasing Corporation - 100 % owned
Al-Amanah Islamic Investment Bank of the Philippines - 99.88 % owned
DBP Remittance Center Hong Kong, Ltd. - 100 % owned by DBP Management Corporation

2014 ANNUAL REPORT Development Bank of the Philippines
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Under PAS 27, Consolidated Financial Statements and Accounting for Investments in Subsidiaries, the financial statements of the investee company are required to be 
consolidated with the financial statements of the investor even if the shareholding of the enterprise is below 50 per cent but the investor has evidence of control.

All significant inter-company balances and transactions are eliminated in full on consolidation.  The consolidated financial statements of the Group are prepared using uniform 
accounting policies for like transactions and other events in similar circumstances.

Investments in subsidiaries 

Subsidiaries are all entities over which the Group has the power to control the former’s financial and operating policies. The Parent Bank obtains and exercises control 
through voting rights. Subsidiaries are consolidated when control is transferred to the Group and cease to be consolidated from the date on which the control is 
transferred out of the Group.

The purchase method of accounting is used to account for the acquisition of subsidiaries by the Group.   The cost of an acquisition is measured as the fair value of the assets given, equity 
instruments issued and liabilities incurred or assumed at the date of exchange, plus costs directly attributable to the acquisition.  Identifiable assets acquired and liabilities and contingent 
liabilities assumed in a business combination are measured initially at their fair value at the acquisition date, irrespective of the extent of any minority interest. The excess of the cost of 
acquisition over the fair value of the Group’s share of the identifiable net assets is recorded as goodwill.
 
Equity investments reflected in the Parent Bank’s separate financial statements which represent investments in subsidiaries and associates are accounted for at cost method 
in accordance with PAS 27. Under the cost method, income from investment is recognized in the statements of profit or loss only to the extent that the investor receives 
distributions from accumulated net income of the investee arising subsequent to the date of acquisition.
 
Investments in associates and joint ventures

Associates and joint ventures are all entities over which the Group has significant influence but not control, generally accompanying a shareholding of between 20 per cent and 
50 per cent of the voting rights. Investments in associates and joint venture in the consolidated financial statements are accounted for under the equity method of accounting 
and are initially recognized at cost.
 
Foreign currency translation

 Functional and presentation currency

 Items included in the financial statements of the parent’s investee company are measured using the currency of the primary economic environment in which the  
 subsidiary operates (the functional currency). The consolidated financial statements are presented in Philippine pesos, which is the parent’s functional and  
 presentation currency.
  
 Transactions and balances

 Foreign currency monetary items are accounted for in accordance with the provisions of PAS 21 “Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates” and are revalued  
 monthly using the Philippine Dealing System (PDS) Peso/US dollar closing rate and the New York US dollar/third currencies closing rates as prescribed under BSP  
 Circular 494 dated September 20, 2005. Actual foreign currency transactions are booked based on prevailing PDS as of  transaction date. Foreign exchange  
 differences arising from the above are charged to operations. 

 Past due loans are now being revalued using the above rates and the foreign exchange difference booked under profit or loss.

 Foreign subsidiaries

 DBP Remittance Center Hong Kong Limited is a foreign subsidiary of the DBP Management Corporation. The following are its operating results and financial position,  
 measured using Hong Kong dollars, its foreign currency, and translated to Philippine pesos, the Group’s functional currency:

 i) assets and liabilities are translated at the closing rate at the date of the statement of financial position;

 ii) income and expenses are translated at average exchange rates (unless this average is not a reasonable approximation of the cumulative effect of the rates  
  prevailing on the transaction dates, in which case income and expenses are translated at the dates of the transactions); and

 iii) all resulting exchange differences are recognized as a separate component of the Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income. When a foreign  
  operation is sold, such exchange differences are recognized in the statement of profit or loss as part of the gain or loss on sale.

Cash and cash equivalents

For purposes of reporting cash flows, cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and other cash items on hand, bank deposits and interbank loans receivable and securities 
purchased under agreements to resell with maturities of less than three months from the date of acquisition.

Due from other banks

Due from other banks includes balances of funds on deposit with other foreign and local banks to meet not only reserve requirements but also to cover operational requirements 
especially in areas not covered by BSP clearing offices. This includes requirements for encashment of checks issued by the Department of Education (DepEd) against their DBP 
accounts for the payroll of its public school teachers and other disbursements of the Department of Budget and Management (DBM) under the Modified Disbursement Scheme 
(MDS) of the Bureau of Treasury. 

Financial assets

Purchases or sales of financial assets that require delivery of assets within the time frame established by regulation or convention in the marketplace are recognized on the 
settlement date – the date that an asset is delivered to or by the Group.  For settlement date accounting, financial assets are  recognized on the day it is delivered subject to the 
provisions of PAS 39.  The corresponding gain or loss on disposal is recognized at the time of derecognition.

Consistent with PAS 39, Financial instruments - recognition and measurement, the Group’s financial assets or financial liabilities are recognized  initially at fair value Subsequent to 
initial recognition, they are measured at fair value except for loans and receivables and held-to-maturity investments, which are measured at cost or amortized cost using the 
effective interest method. The effective interest rate shall refer to the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts through the expected life of the security or when 
appropriate, a shorter period to the net carrying amount of the security. However, interest calculated using the effective interest method is recognized in the statement of profit 
or loss when the entity’s right to receive payment is established. Financial liabilities are measured at cost or amortized cost, except for derivatives.
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This standard also covers the accounting for derivative instruments, definition of which has been expanded to include derivatives (derivative like-provisions embedded in 
non-derivative contracts. Derivatives are initially recognized at fair value on the date on which a derivative contract is entered into and are subsequently re measured at their 
fair value.  Fair values are obtained from quoted market prices in active markets, including recent market transactions and valuation techniques, including discounted cash 
flow models. Every derivative instrument is recorded in the statement of financial position either as an asset when fair value is positive or liability when fair value is negative.

Derivatives are adjusted to fair value through income.  The embedded derivative is not separated from the host contract and now booked as Unquoted Debt Securities Classified 
as Loans (UDSCL) following BSP Circular Nos. 626 and 628 series of 2008.

Currency forwards represent commitments to purchase foreign and domestic currency, including undelivered spot transactions. Foreign currency futures are contractual 
obligation to receive or pay a net amount based on changes in currency rates to buy or sell foreign currency on a future date at a specified price, established in an organized 
financial market.  The notional amounts of certain types of financial instruments provide a basis for comparison with instruments recognized on the statement of financial 
position  but do not necessarily indicate the amounts of future cash flows  involved and therefore, do not indicate the bank’s exposure to credit or price risks.  The derivative 
instruments become favorable (assets) or unfavorable  (liabilities) as a result of fluctuation in market rates of foreign exchange rates relative to their terms.  The aggregate 
contractual or matured amount of derivative financial instruments on hand is aggregate contractual or notional amount of derivative financial instruments.

The Group classifies its financial assets in the following categories: financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, available-for-sale securities, held-to-maturity securities and 
loans and receivables.  Management determines the classification of its investments at initial recognition.

 Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL)
  
 A financial asset is classified under this category if acquired principally for the purpose of selling in the near term or generating a profit from short-term  
 fluctuations in price or dealer’s margin.  In other words, these are trading debt and equity securities that are purchased with the intent of selling them in the  
 near term.  These are normally classified as current assets.  Derivatives are also categorized as held for trading unless they are designated as hedges.  FVTPL are carried  
 at fair or market value.  Gains or losses arising from change in fair value or market revaluation are credited or charged to operations.
 
 Financial assets available-for-sale (AFS)

 Available for sale investments are those purchased and held indefinitely, which may be sold in response to liquidity needs or changes in interest rates, exchange rates  
 or equity prices.  These securities may be classified as current or non-current depending on whether they are intended to be held within one year or for more than one year.

 After initial measurement, AFS are carried at fair or market value.  Unrealized gains or losses on market valuation or change in fair value are reported as separate  
 component in the Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income.

 When the security is disposed of, the cumulative gain or loss previously recognized in equity is recognized as “Profits from investments and trading securities – net”  
 in the statement of profit or loss.  Interest earned on holding AFS investments are reported as interest income.
  
 Financial assets held-to-maturity (HTM)
 
 Held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments and fixed maturities that the management has the positive  
 intention and ability to hold to maturity.  As provided under PAS 39, if the Group decides to sell or reclass more than an insignificant amount of held to-maturity  
 assets before maturity or causes other than as a consequence of non-recurring isolated event beyond its control that could not be reasonably anticipated, the entire  
 category would be tainted and reclassified as available-for-sale for the current and the next two financial reporting years.  Securities falling under this category are  
 normally classified as non-current investments.  

 After initial measurement, HTM are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest rate method.  Gains or losses on amortization or on sales are  
 credited or charged to operations.
 
 Loans and receivables

 Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market, other than:
 
  1. those that the entity intends to sell immediately or in the near term, which shall be classified as held for trading (HFT), and those that the entity upon initial  
   recognition designates as at fair value through profit or loss;

  2. those that the entity upon initial recognition designates as available for sale; or
 
  3. those for which the holder may not recover substantially all of its initial investment, other than because of credit deterioration, which shall be classified as AFS.

 These are carried in the books at amortized cost or at the amount at which the financial asset is measured at initial recognition minus principal repayments, plus or  
 minus the cumulative amortization, using the effective interest method, of any difference between that initial amount and the maturity amount, and minus any  
 reduction (directly or through the use of an allowance account) for impairment or uncollectibility.

 In determining the effective interest rate, the estimated future cash flows consider all contractual terms of the financial instrument but do not consider  
 future credit losses.   The Group collects front-end fees and other charges (i.e.  commitment fees and service charges) that are not considered transaction costs  
 in calculating the effective rate.   These fees and other charges are recognized immediately as income of the Group upon collection.

 Past due accounts are automatically carried on non-accrual basis.  Interest income on such accounts is recognized only upon collection.

 This account also includes unquoted debt securities classified as loans (UDSCL), which has fixed or determinable payments and fixed maturity.  Unquoted debt  
 securities classified as loans shall be measured upon initial recognition at their fair value plus transaction costs that are directly  attributable to the acquisition of these  
 securities.  After initial recognition, a bank shall measure these securities at their amortized cost using the effective interest method.

Financial asset reclassification

Financial assets other than loans and receivables are permitted to be reclassified out of the held for trading category only in rare circumstances arising  from a single event that 
is unusual and highly unlikely to recur in the near term.   In addition, the Group may choose to reclassify financial assets that would meet the definition of loans and receivables 
out of the held-for-trading or available-for-sale categories if the Group has the intention and ability to hold these financial assets for the foreseeable future or until maturity at 
the date of reclassification.

2014 ANNUAL REPORT Development Bank of the Philippines
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Reclassifications are made at fair value as of the reclassification date.   Fair value becomes the new cost or amortized cost as applicable, and no reversals of fair value gains 
or losses recorded before reclassification date are subsequently made. Effective interest rates for financial assets reclassified to loans and receivables and held-to maturity 
categories are determined at the reclassification date.

Impairment of assets

 Assets carried at amortized cost

 The Group assesses at each balance sheet date whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired.

 A financial asset or a group of financial assets is impaired and impairment losses (the amounts by which the carrying amounts of loan, i.e., Outstanding Principal Balance  
 (OPB) less Allowance for Impairment Losses exceed their recoverable values) are incurred if, and only if, there is objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more  
 events that occurred after the initial recognition of the asset and that loss event has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or group of financial  
 assets that can be reliably measured/estimated.  

 If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on loans and receivables has been incurred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s  
 carrying amount and its recoverable value.  Recoverable amount is the higher of its fair value less costs to sell and its value in use.  Value in use is the present value of  
 the future cash flows expected to be derived from an asset.  The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance account and the amount of the  
 loss is recognized in the statement of profit or loss.

 When a loan is uncollectible, it is written off against the related provision for credit losses.  Such loans are written off after all the necessary procedures  have been  
 completed and the amount of the loss has been determined.  Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off are credited to miscellaneous income in the  
 statement of profit or loss.

 If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was  
 recognized, the previously recognized impairment loss is reversed by adjusting the allowance account, however, the carrying amount after the reversal of the impairment  
 loss should not exceed the carrying amount of the loan account had there been no impairment loss recognized.  The amount reversed is recognized in the statement of  
 profit or loss.

 Assets classified as available-for-sale
   
 A significant or prolonged decline in the fair value of available-for-sale securities below cost is considered in determining whether the securities are impaired. The  
 cumulative loss (difference between the acquisition cost and the current fair value) is removed from capital funds and recognized in the statement of profit or loss when the  
 asset is determined to be impaired.  If, in a subsequent period, the fair value of a debt instrument previously  impaired increase and the increase can be objectively  
 related to an event occurring after the impairment loss was recognized, the impairment loss  is reversed through the statement of profit or loss.  Reversal of impairment  
 losses recognized previously on equity instruments is made directly to capital funds.

 Offsetting of financial instruments
 
 Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the statement of condition when there is a legally enforceable right to offset the recognized  
 amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis, or realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.
 
 Non-financial assets

 In the case of real and other properties acquired (ROPA), bank premises, furniture, fixtures and equipment, and other assets, impairment loss is the difference between  
 the carrying amount and the fair value less costs to sell in case carrying amount is higher.  The loss is recognized in the statement of profit or loss and an allowance account  
 is set up to reduce the carrying amount of the asset.

Bank premises, furniture, fixtures and equipment 

Bank premises, furniture, fixtures and equipment (including leasehold improvements) are stated at cost, less accumulated depreciation and amortization, and any 
impairment in value.   When the assets are disposed/sold, the cost and accumulated depreciation and amortization shall be derecognized or taken out from the books and 
any gain or loss resulting from disposal is included in profit or loss from derecognition.

The initial cost of property comprises its purchase price (less any discounts), plus any and all taxes (on a net basis) and any costs directly attributable to bringing the asset 
to its working condition and location for its intended use.  Extraordinary repairs which benefits future accounting periods through greater productivity and/or longer useful 
life and which increase the net book value of the asset or cost of repair exceeding 50 per cent of the original acquisition cost are capitalized to the cost of the property.

The computation of the depreciation expense starts on the following month after the purchase/completion of the bank premises, furniture, fixtures and equipment, 
irrespective of the date within the month.  Depreciation is computed based on a straight-line method net of residual value equivalent to 10 per cent of the acquisition cost/
appraised value over the estimated useful lives of the related assets as follows:

Building 20 – 50 years

Transportation Equipment 7 – 10 years

Furniture and Equipment 3 – 10 years

 
Impairment is recognized when there is a substantial evidence of decline in the value of the bank premises, furniture, fixtures and equipment and recoverable amount 
falls  below its carrying amount.

The cost of leasehold improvements shall be depreciated over the term of a lease or life of the improvements whichever is shorter. Minor expenditures for replacement, 
maintenance and repairs are expensed as incurred. Major renovations and betterments that will extend the life of the asset are capitalized.

Properties that are no longer used in the Bank’s operation for various reasons are classified at the remaining book value of the asset as  Miscellaneous Assets – Others 
Unserviceable Properties.  All non-serviceable properties or those no longer economical to maintain shall be disposed in accordance with COA rules and regulation 
particularly on publication and public bidding.  Property Disposal Committees were created for this purpose. The cost and the related accumulated depreciation and 
amortization of the disposed asset are removed from the accounts and any resulting gain or loss is credited or charged to current operations.
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In December 2008, the Parent Bank’s Norham property in Baguio was stated at appraised value as determined by the Parent Bank’s appraiser.  Hence, the carrying amount 
was revised and shall be depreciated over its remaining useful life.

Non-current assets held for sale (NCAHFS)
 
NCAHFS consist of real and other properties acquired (ROPA) through foreclosure of mortgaged properties, dacion-en-pago arrangements, or Sales Contract Receivables 
(SCR) rescissions, where foremost objective is immediate disposal generally under cash or term sale transactions.

Initial carrying amount is computed as the outstanding balance of the loan less allowance for impairment plus transaction costs, where allowance for impairment is set up 
if the carrying amount exceeds the fair value of the ROPA.

Investment property

Investment property includes land and buildings acquired upon foreclosure which are not immediately available for sale in the next 12 months. This is stated at cost less 
accumulated depreciation. It is also subject to regular impairment tests. An impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which the property’s carrying amount exceeds 
its recoverable amount, which is the property’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use.
 
Leases

a) As Lessee

 Operating lease – leases in which substantially all risks and rewards of ownership are retained by another party, the lessor, are classified as operating leases.  Operating  
 payments are recognized as expense in the statement of profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the period of the lease.  When the operating lease is terminated before the lease  
 period has expired, any payment required to be made to the lessor by way of penalty is recognized as an expense in the period in which termination takes place.

b) As Lessor
 
 Finance lease – when assets are leased out under a finance lease, the present value of the lease payments is recognized as a receivable.  The difference between the gross  
 receivable and the present value of the receivable is recognized as unearned finance income. Lease income under finance lease is recognized over the term of the lease  
 using the net investment method before tax.
 
Intangible assets

 Goodwill

 Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of an acquisition over the fair value of the Group’s share in the net identifiable assets of the acquired subsidiary at the date  
 of acquisition. Goodwill on acquisitions of subsidiaries is included under Other Assets.

 Computer Software

 Computer software (included under Other Assets) represent cost of software licenses, application system software and development fees. The amortization expense  
 commences on the following month upon 100 per cent completion/delivery of the software/project.  Computer software are measured at cost and amortized based on a  
 straight line method with an expected useful life as follows:

Computer Software Licenses 3  years
Application System Software 5  years
Development Fees 3  years

 Costs associated with developing or maintaining computer software programs are recognized as an expense when incurred. Costs that are directly associated with the production  
 of identifiable and unique software products controlled by the Parent Bank, and that will probably  generate economic benefits exceeding costs beyond one year, are recognized as  
 intangible assets. Direct costs include software development employee costs and an appropriate portion of relevant overheads.
 
Employee benefits

Retirement benefits of the Parent Bank’s staff are covered by laws applicable to all government employees.  Gratuities are paid by DBP for staff employed prior to June 1, 1977.  
The Parent Bank pays through a funded non-contributory gratuity plan consisting of actuarially determined normal annual service costs plus amortization of past service liability 
over a ten-year period which are charged to operations.  Those employed after June 1, 1977 shall be paid directly by the Government Service Insurance System.  However, 
in view of the Early Retirement Incentive Program (ERIP) IV, which is geared at ensuring the vitality of the Parent Bank for the next ten years through infusion of new blood, 
cost savings in its personnel budget and creation of new opportunities for career advancement in the Parent Bank, retirement incentive is paid to availees and invitees upon 
effectivity of their separation from the Parent Bank.

In compliance with applicable laws, the Parent Bank established a Provident Fund for the benefit of its employees. Contributions made to the fund based on a predetermined 
rate are charged to operations.

The present value of incentives accruing to officers and employees who responded to the Parent Bank’s offer for early retirement as of end of year 2014 amounted to P691 
million.  PAS 19 provides that benefits which fall due for more than twelve months after the reporting date shall be rediscounted using average market yields on Philippine 
government bonds with terms consistent with the expected employee benefit payout as of statement of financial position dates.

Accrued retirement incentives of the Parent Bank were nil for 2013 and 2014.

Deferred Income Tax

Deferred income tax liabilities are the amounts of income taxes payable in future period in respect of taxable temporary differences,  including asset revaluations Deferred 
income tax assets are the amounts of income taxes recoverable in future periods which are recognized  for all deductible temporary differences, the carry forward of unused net 
operating loss carryover (NOLCO) to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be available against which the deductible temporary differences, the carry forward of 
and unused NOLCO, and unused tax credits can be utilized.

Taxable temporary differences are temporary differences that will result in taxable amounts in determining taxable profit (tax loss) of future periods when the carrying 
amount of the asset or liability is recovered or settled. Deductible temporary differences are temporary differences that will result in amounts that are deductible in 
determining taxable profit (tax loss) of future periods when the carrying amount of the asset is recovered or liability is settled.
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The carrying amount of deferred income tax asset is reviewed at each statement of financial position date and reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable 
that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or part of the deferred income tax asset to be utilized. Any such reduction should be subsequently 
reversed to the extent that it becomes probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available.

Deferred income tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are applicable to the period when the asset is realized or the liability is settled, based on tax 
rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the reporting period.
 
Borrowing costs

Borrowing costs represent interests and other pertinent financial charges and costs incurred in connection with the availments of domestic and foreign borrowings.  In 
compliance with PAS 23 that prescribes the accounting treatment for borrowing costs, such costs are generally recognized and accrued as an expense in the period in 
which they are incurred.

Government grants (WB-RPP Grant)

The grant account was cancelled and declared closed per World Bank (WB) letter dated September 5, 2012. Out of the US$ 0.62 million availed from grant proceeds, 
US$ 0.17 million or equivalent to P 7.6 million was established for Project Preparation Fund (PPF). PPF  was approved by WB as one of the component of the grant 
intended to assist financing project preparation activities for renewable energy (RE) technologies.  

In compliance with PAS 20, Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance, the P 7.6 million PPF sub-grant was recorded as 
miscellaneous asset.  

Interest and other income and expense

Interest and other income and expenses are recognized on accrual basis, except for those loan accounts which are adversely classified consistent with the guidelines of 
the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP).

note 3 – significant accounting judgments and estimates

The following are the critical judgments and key assumptions that have a significant risk of material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities 
within the next financial year:

Impairment losses of loans and receivables (Note 18)

The Group reviews its loan portfolios and receivables to assess impairment at least annually or as the need arises. In determining whether an impairment loss should be 
recorded in the statement of profit or loss, the Group makes judgments as to whether there is any observable  data  indicating that there is a measurable decrease in the 
estimated future cash flows from a portfolio of loans before the decrease can be identified with an individual loan in that portfolio.  This evidence may include observable 
data indicating that there has been an adverse change in the payment status of borrowers in a group, or national or local economic conditions that correlate with defaults 
on assets in the group.

Fair value of derivatives (Note 10)

The fair values of financial instruments that are not quoted in active markets are determined by using valuation methods. Where valuation  methods are used to determine 
fair values, they are validated and periodically reviewed by qualified personnel independent of the area that  created them. To the extent practical, valuation methods use 
only observable data. Changes in assumptions about these factors could affect reported fair values of financial instruments.
 
Impairment of AFS investments (Note 18)

The Group determines that AFS equity investments are impaired when there has been a significant or prolonged decline in the fair value below its cost. This determination 
of what is significant or prolonged requires judgment. In making this judgment, the Group evaluates among other factors, the normal volatility in share price. In addition, 
impairment may be appropriate when there is evidence of deterioration in the financial health of the investee, industry and sector performance, changes in technology, 
and operational and financing cash flows.

HTM Investments (Note 12)

The Group follows the guidelines of PAS 39 on classifying non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments and fixed maturity as HTM.  This classification 
requires significant judgment. In making this judgment, the Group evaluates its intention and ability to hold such investments to maturity. If the Group fails to keep these 
investments to maturity other than in certain specific circumstances – for example, selling of more than an insignificant amount close to maturity – it will be required to 
reclassify the entire portfolio as AFS.  The investments would therefore be measured at fair value and not at amortized cost. 

Financial assets not quoted in an active market

The Group classifies financial assets by evaluating, among others, whether the asset is quoted or not in an active market.  Included in the evaluation on whether a financial 
asset is quoted in an active market is the determination on whether quoted prices are readily and regularly available, and whether those prices represent actual and 
regularly occurring market transactions on an arm’s length basis.

Classification of non-current assets held for sale (NCAHFS) (Note 18)

Management follows the principles in PFRS 5 in classifying foreclosed assets as assets held for sale when the carrying amount of the assets will be recovered principally 
through sale.  Management is committed to a plan to sell these foreclosed assets and the assets are actively marketed for  sale at a price that is reasonable in relation to 
their current fair value.  Subsequent write-down of the asset to fair value less cost to sell is recognized as impairment loss in the statement of profit or loss.

Realization of deferred income tax assets (Note 20)

Management reviews at each reporting date the carrying amounts of deferred tax assets. The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reduced to the extent that the related 
tax assets cannot be utilized due to insufficient taxable profit against which the deferred tax losses will be applied.  Management believes that sufficient taxable profit will 
be generated to allow all or part of the deferred income tax assets to be utilized.
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note 4 – fair values of financial assets and liabilities
 
The table below summarizes the carrying amount and fair value of those significant financial assets and liabilities not presented on the statement of financial 
position at fair value at December 31, 2014:

Carrying Amount Fair Value
Group Parent Group Parent

Financial assets:
Cash and other cash items 2,754,635 2,736,300 2,754,635 2,736,300
Due from BSP 104,327,504 103,898,378 104,327,504 103,898,378
Due from other banks 17,009,729 16,782,163 17,009,729 16,782,163
Interbank loan receivables 12,132,497 12,132,497 12,132,497 12,132,497
Securities under agreement to resell 6,742,696 6,742,696 6,742,696 6,742,696
Fair value through profit or loss 3,625,801 3,625,801 3,625,801 3,625,801
Available-for-sale, net 65,892,403 65,833,517 65,892,403 65,833,517
Held-to-maturities, net 69,136,836 69,128,158 74,161,199 74,152,521
Loans and advances, net 181,259,269 180,844,995 181,337,469 180,923,196
Bank premises, furniture, fixtures and equipment, net 2,024,245 2,011,197 2,024,245 2,011,197
Investment Property 1,308,126 1,308,126 1,308,126 1,308,126
Equity investment in subsidiaries - net 0 1,548,230 0 1,548,230
Equity investment in associates and joint ventures  - net 402,132 155,267 402,132 155,267
Non-current assets held for sale – net 574,387 570,642 574,387 570,642
Other resources – net 811,968 194,535 811,968 194,535

Total 468,002,228 467,512,502 473,104,791 472,615,066

Financial liabilities:
Deposit liabilities 293,683,352 293,531,828 293,683,352 293,531,828
Bills payable 85,460,167 85,193,019 85,460,167 85,193,019
Bonds payable 13,366,830 13,366,830 13,366,830 13,366,830
Due to BSP/other banks 546 546 546 546
Manager’s checks and demand drafts outstanding 267,775 267,147 267,775 267,147
Accrued taxes, interests and expenses 3,436,677 3,414,050 3,436,677 3,414,050
Unsecured subordinated debt 15,627,231 15,627,231 11,249,759 11,249,759
Deferred credits and other liabilities 13,439,543 13,291,319 13,439,543 13,291,319

Total 425,282,121 424,691,970 420,904,649 420,314,498

 The methods and assumptions used by the Group in estimating the fair value of the financial instruments are:

 Financial assets
 
 Debt securities – Fair values are generally based upon quoted market prices. If the market prices are not readily available, fair values are estimated  using either values obtained from  
 independent parties offering pricing services or adjusted quoted market prices of comparable investments or using the discounted cash flow methodology.

 Equity securities – Fair values are based on quoted prices published in markets.

 Loans – Fair values are estimated using the discounted cash flow methodology, using the Group’s current incremental lending rates for similar types of loans. Loans and advances are net  
 of provisions for impairment.

 Short-term investments – Carrying amounts approximate fair values.

 Other – Quoted market prices are not readily available for these assets. They are not reported at fair value and are not significant in relation to the Group’s total portfolio of securities.
 
 Cash and cash equivalents – Carrying amounts approximate fair values.
 
 Derivative instruments – Fair values are estimated based on quoted market prices provided by independent parties or accepted valuation models.

 Fair value measurement

 Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date.

 The fair value of a non-financial asset is measured based on its highest and best use.  The asset’s current use is presumed to be its highest and best use.

 The fair value of financial and non-financial liabilities takes into account non-performance risk, which is the risk that the entity will not fulfill an obligation.

 The Group classifies its fair value measurements using a fair value hierarchy that reflects the significance of the inputs used in making the measurements.  The fair value  
 hierarchy has the following levels:

  Level 1 – Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.  This level includes listed equity securities and debt instruments on exchanges 
    (for example, Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc., Philippine Dealing and Exchange Corp., etc.).

  Level 2 –  Inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly (that is, as prices) or indirectly (that is, 
    derived from prices).  This level includes the majority of the over-the-counter (“OTC”) derivative contracts.  The primary source of input parameters like LIBOR yield 
    curve or counterparty credit risk is Bloomberg.

  Level 3 – Inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data (unobservable inputs).  This level includes equity investments and debt instruments 
    with  significant unobservable components.  This hierarchy requires the use of observable market data when available.  The Group considers relevant and observable 
    market prices in its valuations where possible.  The Group has no assets or liabilities classified under Level 3 as of December 31, 2014.

 The appropriate level is determined on the basis of the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement.
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Fair value hierarchy

The following table presents the fair value hierarchy of the Group’s assets and liabilities at December 31, 2014:

Group Parent
Level 1 Level 2 Total Level 1 Level 2 Total

Financial assets:
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Trading securities
Debt 3,616,208 0 3,616,208 3,616,208 0 3,616,208
Equity 52 0 52 52 0 52

Derivative with positive fair value 2,812 0 2,812 2,812 0 2,812
Total 3,619,072 0 3,619,072 3,619,072 0 3,619,072

Available-for-sale financial assets
Debt 58,746,426 50,250 58,796,676 58,746,426 0 58,746,426
Equity 0 8,474 8,474 0 0 0
Investment in non - marketable securities 0 6,769,482 6,769,482 0 6,769,482 6,769,482
Total 58,746,426 6,828,206 65,574,632 58,746,426 6,769,482 65,515,908

Total 62,365,498 6,828,206 69,193,704 62,365,498 6,769,482 69,134,980

Financial liabilities:
Derivative with negative fair value 126,469 0 126,469 126,469 0 126,469

note 5 – management of risks

The responsibility of risk management resides in all levels of the organization with the Board of Directors (BOD) being ultimately responsible for the overall risk of the 
Parent Bank.  The risk management processes of the subsidiaries, on the other hand, are the separate responsibilities of their respective BOD.

The Parent Bank has established an enterprise risk management framework that meets basic best-practice and Basel requirements relative to its size, scope and limited 
complexity. It is continually enhanced to address current challenges including meeting Basel II requirements, updating to Basel III requirements, striking a balance 
between risks and returns, and achieving a risk profile suitable to the Parent Bank’s business plans.  Risk and capital management is performed at all levels of the 
organization, instituting a culture of risk awareness and a risk based approach to decision-making.

The BOD sets the tone and risk tolerance, draws up the risk strategy for the Parent Bank and takes the lead in promoting a culture of risk-awareness throughout the 
institution. Strategic decisions in relation to risk management are made by the Risk Oversight Committee (ROC).

The Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Sector serves as the operating unit of the ROC and is responsible for the development and implementation of a comprehensive 
risk management policy framework.  The management and mitigation of risks, specifically in the core areas of risks under Credit,  Market, and Operations are carried out 
through policies approved by the BOD as endorsed by the ROC, Executive Credit Committee (CreCom), Asset and Liability Committee (ALCO), and/or the Management 
Committee (MANCOM). The Parent Bank continues to take various initiatives in response to the changing risk environment to further reinforce its risk management 
capabilities. This puts the Parent Bank in a stronger position to manage both its current activities and support further growth and expansion.

The BOD-level Audit and Compliance Committee (ACC), assisted by the Internal Audit (IA) Group, is responsible for monitoring compliance with the Parent Bank’s risk 
management policies and procedures. The Parent Bank’s risk management practices, systems and processes, including methods, risk metrics, and performance measures 
developed internally, are independently reviewed by the Internal Audit Group.

The Parent Bank’s subsidiaries manage their respective risks separately, each having their own risk management processes. These, however, have a similar structure to that 
of the Parent Bank. Further, policies and procedures adopted by the subsidiaries and affiliates are aligned with the Parent Bank’s policies and procedures.

Credit Risk

Credit risk is the risk of potential financial losses arising from failure of a borrower or a counterparty to discharge its contractual payment obligations. Credit risk comprises 
the biggest risk exposure of the Parent Bank as it is naturally exposed to credit risk in line with its core lending and money market activities with financial institutions, 
corporations, government units, small and medium enterprises.

Abrupt changes in the country’s macroeconomic condition or a shift in the business climate of a particular industry segment for which the Group’s portfolio may be 
concentrated could alter the risk profile of its exposures. Management, therefore, takes into account the change in economic environment as it affects a particular credit 
or group of borrowers. 

The main objective of the Credit Risk Management Group (CRMG) is to maintain the Parent Bank’s credit risk exposure within acceptable levels  while pursuing its 
developmental mandate through its regular reviews of business units, products, credit policies and processes. Although each business unit is responsible for the quality 
of its credit portfolio and for monitoring and controlling all credit risks in its portfolio, CRMG’s  independent oversight ensures that credit risks arising from all business 
activities are adequately mitigated. The CRMG is composed of Credit Risk Management Department (CRMD), Credit Policy Supervision (CPS) and Remedial Management 
Department (RMD). 

Credit exposures arise from loans and advances to borrowers, commitments to counterparties, guarantees issued on clients’ paying performance, investments in debt 
instruments of issuers, market-traded or over-the-counter derivatives and off-balance sheet financial arrangements. The ERM Sector works with the ROC in formulating 
framework to manage credit exposures, developing appropriate risk management infrastructure and systems, and implementing policies and procedures. Reports are 
regularly provided to the BOD which makes available relevant information to  assist them in the exercise of their function in overseeing the Parent Bank’s risk-taking 
activities. CRMD monitors risk exposures on a portfolio level and CPS handles the review on a borrower level and takes responsibility in the formulation of the Group’s 
credit policies.  Both perform post-release credit review on newly - approved and implemented loans, the result of which is reported to Management and/or the concerned 
Lending Unit.  Remedial Management is an independent unit closely monitoring watchlisted and classified loan accounts to ensure early detection, resolution and 
optimum recovery strategies for problem loan accounts. It is under the oversight of the Sub-Committee of ExCreCom on Remedial Management. Lending units, however, 
have the primary responsibility for detecting, preventing and initiating early actions on potential account deterioration.
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Credit Approval Process

A primary element of the Group’s credit approval process is a detailed risk assessment of the credit exposure associated with a borrower or counterparty. The Parent Bank’s 
risk assessment procedures entail an evaluation of the counterparty’s creditworthiness and the risks associated  with the specific credit accommodation/credit facility that 
will be granted.  Borrowers are required to meet pre-defined risk acceptance criteria.  An Internal Credit Risk Rating System (ICRRS) associated with specific borrower types 
is used in the evaluation of the credit strength, capturing the risks inherent to each type of business.  These rating systems are used for making credit decisions, assessing 
credit risk of existing and potential borrowers, and for pricing purposes.  

All credit facilities are deliberated at different levels of credit committees (unit/ branch, regional/department, sector and executive) depending on the originating lending 
unit and amount of exposure.  The Group implements a system of checks and balances such that no person can singly approve a credit facility.  Furthermore, independent review 
of the credit risk and compliance with policies, rules and regulations are conducted by the CRG and Internal Audit (IA).  

The Parent Bank has consistently maintained past due and non-performing loans at manageable single-digit levels. This reflects the Parent Bank’s ability to develop and 
implement credit policies and procedures that are aligned with industry best practices and are responsive to the existing economic conditions.

     

  
 

Credit Portfolio Management

Movements in the Parent Bank’s credit portfolio are closely monitored. Analysis is regularly performed to assess the Parent Bank’s vulnerability to deteriorating credit environment 
and portfolio quality. 

 Loans and advances

 In determining credit risk of loans and advances at a counterparty level, taking into account both quantitative and qualitative measures, the Parent Bank endeavors  
 to consider the following components, among others: (a) the probability of default by the client or counterparty on its contractual obligations; (b) current exposures  
 to the counterparty and its likely future development; (c) the strength of financial capacity; (d) the likely recovery ratio in case of default; (d) equity contribution and  
 (e) quality and enforceability of collateral.

 The Parent Bank assesses the probability of default of individual borrowers/counterparties using internal rating tools tailored to the various categories of  counterparty.  
 In the Parent Bank’s rating scale, exposures migrate between classes as the assessment of their probabilities of default changes. The rating tools are reviewed and  
 upgraded as necessary.  

 The Parent Bank has in place ICRRS to assist concerned bank units to identify, measure, monitor and price credit risks. It is expected that with these risk-rating  
 systems, weaknesses in account management and internal controls could be addressed before the Parent Bank’s portfolio deteriorates. The implementing guidelines  
 of the Parent Bank’s ICRRS include the scoring models for the following types of borrowers:

   a. Large and Medium Enterprises, including State Universities and Colleges and Government-Owned and Controlled Corporations;
  
   b. Micro and Small Enterprises;

   c. Electric Cooperatives under supervision by the National Electrification Administration;

   d. Water Districts under supervision by the Local Water Utilities Administration; and

   e. Local Government Units

 Using the different rating models, the Marketing Units will be able to calculate the Borrower Risk Rating (BRR), which shall be the basis for the  approval of any new  
 or additional loan accommodation, whether for a prospective or an existing borrower. Consistent with the risk-based lending  practiced in the Parent Bank, the BRR  
 shall be the basis for the credit spread on loans. The ICRRS is also tied up with existing policies on account  classification and loan loss provisioning. The Parent Bank  
 conducts quarterly review of the adequacy of the specific loan loss reserves based on the account’s BRR and account classification.
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Definition of each rating/tier is described as follows:

BRR Qualitative Rating Definition
1 Extremely Strong ROP Guarantee, full Cash Collateral, extremely strong capacity to meet financial commitments, highly liquid, stable 

profitability, and undisputed industry leader.

2 Very Strong + Very strong capacity and capability to meet financial commitments, access to capital markets, high level of 
liquidity, sustained strong profitability and operational indicators, top tiers ranking in the industry, and capable of 
withstanding extreme level of external stress.

3 Very Strong - Very strong capacity to meet financial commitments, access to capital markets, high level of liquidity, increasing 
strong profitability and operational indicators, major industry player, and capable of withstanding severe level of 
external stress.

4 Strong + Strong capacity and capability to meet financial commitments, strong liquidity, sustained profitability, strong 
industry player, and capable of withstanding substantial external stress.

5 Strong - Strong capacity to meet financial commitments, strong liquidity, strong profitability, strong industry player, and 
capable of weathering industry disruptions.

6 Adequate + Proven debt payment capacity within normal operations, adequate liquidity, increasing trend in profitability/
sustained strong profitable operations for the last 5 years, sunrise industry; regional player, and capable of 
withstanding moderate level of external stress

7 Adequate - Adequate capacity to meet financial commitments; debt-service cover above 1.0, adequate liquidity, stable 
profitability/sustained profitable operations for the last 4 years, minor player; operations limited to locality, and 
capable of withstanding modest level of external stress.

8 Acceptable + Sustained high or increasing leverage; unsupported increase in borrowings, Funding mismatch, Sustained profitable 
operations for the last 3 years, Minor player; operations limited to locality, and Capable of withstanding mild level of 
external stress

9 Acceptable - Debt service cover below 1.0, Marginal liquidity; late payments to suppliers, Declining trend in profitability, 
Minor player; operations limited to locality; sunset industry, Susceptible to adverse economic conditions and 
changes in circumstances

10 Watchlisted + Cash generation insufficient for debt repayment, Declining trend in liquidity, Consistently declining trend in 
profitability, Weakened position in the industry, and Weakened response to industry disruptions

11 Watchlisted - Impaired debt repayment capability; negative net operating cash generation, Current ratio below acceptable levels, 
Net loss for 2 quarters; deficit retained earnings, Loss of major customer; sustained industry disruptions, and May 
be unable to weather adverse economic conditions

12 Especially Mentioned With court case that has impact on operations and capacity to pay, Tight liquidity, Net loss for one year, Weak 
industry conditions, and Impaired ability to weather adverse economic conditions

13 Substandard Deficit capital, Liquidity problems, Sustained losses, Adverse industry conditions, and Unable to weather adverse 
economic conditions

14 Doubtful Past due per I.B.3., Appendix 18 of the MORB, Non-operating or unable to operate, Adverse industry conditions, 
and Unable to weather adverse economic conditions

15 Loss Past due and other characteristics per I.B.4, Appendix 18 of the MORB, Non-operating, Adverse industry conditions 
and Unable to weather adverse economic conditions.

Recognizing that the ICRRS is a primary tool for monitoring the risk profile of individual credits and the quality of the credit portfolio, the Parent Bank has rolled out for 
implementation starting January 1, 2014 enhancements to the ICRRS scoring parameters, which included expansion of the rating classification from 10-tier to 15-tier to 
improve gradation of risk.  The enhancement covered all retail borrowers of the Parent Bank.

Clients of the Group are segmented into the following standard BSP classifications:

• Unclassified – these are loans that do not have a greater-than-normal risk and do not possess the characteristics of loans classified below.  The borrower has the  
 apparent ability to satisfy his obligations in full and therefore no loss in ultimate collection is anticipated.

• Loans especially mentioned – these are loans that have potential weaknesses that deserve Management’s close attention.  These potential weaknesses, if left  
 uncorrected, may affect the repayment of the loan and thus increase credit risk to the Group.

• Substandard – these are loans or portions thereof which appear to involve a substantial and unreasonable degree of risk to the institution because of  
 unfavorable record or unsatisfactory characteristics.  There exists in such loans that possibility of future loss to the institution unless given closer supervision  
 These loans must have a well-defined weakness or weaknesses that jeopardize their liquidation.  Such well-defined weaknesses may include adverse trends or  
 development of financial, managerial, economic or political nature, or a significant weakness in collateral.

• Doubtful – these are loans or portions thereof which have the weaknesses inherent in those classified as “Substandard” with the added characteristics that  
 existing facts, conditions, and values make collection or liquidation in full highly improbable and in which substantial loss  is probable.

• Loss – these are loans or portions thereof which are considered uncollectible or worthless and of such little value that their continuance as bankable assets is  
 not warranted although the loans may have some recovery or salvage value.
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 Debt securities

 For debt securities, external ratings given by International Rating Agencies such as Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch or their equivalent are used by the Parent Bank to  
 assess credit risk exposures. Investments in these securities allow the Parent Bank to further diversify its credit portfolio while maintaining considerable liquid assets. 

 Credit worthiness of a counterparty-issuer is determined by employing a combination of quantitative and qualitative assessments alongside more active Senior  
 Management and Board-level deliberations. Limits, exit mechanisms, and implications on credit concentration and liquidity are some of the major areas being  
 addressed before investments on debt instruments are approved.

Risk limit control and mitigation policies

The Parent Bank manages limits and controls concentrations of credit risk wherever they are identified. The levels of credit risk are structured by placing limits on the 
amount of risk accepted in relation to one borrower, or a group of borrowers, or an industry segment. The same is true for treasury-related activities Such risks are 
monitored on a regular basis and subject to an annual or more frequent review when considered necessary. Macroeconomic indicators, industry analyses and individual 
borrower risk assessments are taken into consideration to determine adjustments in existing lending limits.

Limits on large exposures and credit concentration are approved by the Board of Directors. These credit limits set the maximum credit  exposures  the Group is willing 
to assume over specified periods. The Parent Bank’s credit policies also establish procedures for exceptional  cases when it may assume exposures beyond established 
limits. Actual exposures against established limits are monitored regularly to ensure  that business units operate within the Parent Bank’s defined risk tolerance. Industry 
concentration is quantified and regularly monitored against a Standard Concentration Index.

The Bank employs a range of policies and practices to mitigate losses in case of default by a borrower. Some of these specific control and mitigation measures are outlined below:

 a) Collateral

  One of the most traditional and common practice in credit default loss mitigation is requiring security for loans and advances. The Parent  Bank implements  
`  guidelines on the acceptability of specific classes of collateral. The principal collateral types for loans and advances are:

  • Mortgages over real estate properties and chattels; 
  • Hold-out on financial instruments such as debt securities, deposits, and equities; and 
  • Assignment of Portion of Internal Revenue Allotments for Debt Servicing (for LGU loans).
 
  In order to minimize credit loss, the Group seeks additional collateral from the counterparty when impairment indicators are observed for the relevant  
  individual loans and advances.

 b) Credit – related commitments

  The primary purpose of these instruments is to ensure that funds are available to a customer as required. Standby letters of credit carry the same credit risk as  
  loans albeit on contingent basis. Documentary and commercial letters of credit are written undertakings by the Parent Bank on behalf of a customer authorizing  
  a third party to draw drafts on the Parent Bank up to a stipulated amount  under specific terms and conditions. These are collateralized by the underlying  
  shipments of goods to which they relate and therefore carry less risk than a direct loan.

  Commitments to extend credit represent unused portions of authorizations to extend credit in the form of loans, or letters of credit. With respect to credit risk on  
  commitments to extend credit, the Parent Bank manages its potential exposure to loss in an amount equal to the total unused commitments by a combination  
  of effective fund management and imposition of commitment fees. Moreover, the likely amount of loss is less than the total unused commitments, as most  
  commitments to extend credit are contingent upon customers maintaining specific credit standards.  The Parent Bank monitors the term to maturity of credit  
  commitments because longer-term commitments generally have a greater degree of credit risk than shorter-term commitments.

Impairment and provisioning policies

As described above, the Parent Bank’s credit quality mapping on loans and advances is based on the standard BSP loan classification and the Internal Credit Risk Rating 
System adopted by the Parent Bank and as approved by the Board. In addition, allowance for probable losses as well as impairment provisions are recognized based on 
BSP classification for the former and on objective evidence of impairment for the latter.

The table below shows the percentage of the Group’s loans and receivables and the related allowance for impairment.

Group
2014 2013

Loans and Allowance for Loans and Allowance for
receivables impairment receivables impairment

(%) (%) (%) (%)
Unclassified 92.94 0.70 90.68 0.75
Loans especially mentioned 3.28 5.42 2.95 5.04
Substandard 1.41 20.78 3.80 24.00
Doubtful 0.94 82.52 1.77 61.48
Loss 1.43 100.02 0.80 99.79

100.00 100.00

Parent
2014 2013

Loans and 
receivables

Allowance for 
impairment

Loans and 
receivables

Allowance for 
impairment

(%) (%) (%) (%)
Unclassified 92.92 0.70 90.64 0.75
Loans especially mentioned 3.30 5.42 2.97 5.04
Substandard 1.41 20.78 3.82 24.00
Doubtful 0.95 53.75 1.78 51.32
Loss 1.42 100.02 0.79 99.79

100.00 100.00
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Maximum exposure to credit risk before collateral held or other credit enhancements

An analysis of the maximum exposure to credit risk, without taking into account any collateral held or other credit enhancements is shown below based on net carrying 
amounts as presented in the statement of financial position, except for other assets. (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Due from BSP 104,327,504 109,463,609 103,898,378 109,066,391
Due from other banks 17,009,729 6,137,756 16,782,163 5,997,255
Interbank loans receivable 12,132,497 2,274,253 12,132,497 2,274,253
Securities purchased under   

agreements to resell 6,742,696 0 6,742,696 0
FVTPL 3,625,801 381,808 3,625,801 381,808
AFS, net 65,892,403 108,383,999 65,833,517 108,325,444
HTM 69,136,836 28,176,095 69,128,158 28,170,778
Loans and receivables, net 181,259,269 159,590,254 180,844,995 158,989,208
Other assets, net 1/ (5,893,135) 1,041,514 (5,937,514) 1,030,488

454,233,600 415,449,288 453,050,691 414,235,625

1/ The negative balance was mainly due to the Accounts Receivable – National Government (NG)/Foreign Exchange (FX) Differential resulting from the FX gains on ODA borrowing with FX Cover in compliance 
with BSP Monetary Board Resolution No. 393 dated March 6, 2014.

Credit risk exposures relating to off-balance sheet items are as follows:

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Undrawn loan commitments 8,171,197 4,051,267 8,171,197 4,051,267
Others 3,835,436 2,362,189 3,835,436 2,362,189

12,006,633 6,413,456 12,006,633 6,413,456

Credit quality

The following table shows the credit quality of financial assets (In thousand pesos):

Group
2014

Loans and 
receivables 

Loans and advances 
to banks *

Investment 
securities ** Others*** Total

Neither past due nor impaired 173,856,722 140,212,426 138,638,404 (5,689,726) 447,017,826
Past due but not impaired 407,362 407,362
Impaired 13,233,158 290,878 1,046 13,525,082

187,497,242 140,212,426 138,929,282 (5,688,680) 460,950,270
Allowance for impairment

(6,237,973) (274,242) (204,455) (6,716,670)and credit losses
181,259,269 140,212,426 138,655,040 (5,893,135) 454,233,600

Group
2013

Loans and 
receivables 

Loans and advances 
to banks *

Investment 
securities ** Others*** Total

Neither past due nor impaired 150,017,019 117,875,624 136,868,476 1,237,915 405,999,034
Past due but not impaired 133,295 133,295
Impaired 15,436,497 410,825 15,847,322

165,586,811 117,875,624 137,279,301 1,237,915 421,979,651
Allowance for impairment

(5,996,557) (337,399) (196,401) (6,530,357)and credit losses
159,590,254 117,875,624 136,941,902 1,041,514 415,449,294

Parent
2014

Loans and 
receivables 

Loans and advances 
to banks *

Investment 
securities ** Others*** Total

Neither past due nor impaired 172,927,566 139,555,734 138,570,927 (5,743,855) 445,310,372
Past due but not impaired 404,595 404,595
Impaired 13,213,361 290,791 13,504,152

186,545,522 139,555,734 138,861,718 (5,743,855) 459,219,119
Allowance for impairment

(5,700,527) (274,242) (193,659) (6,168,428)and credit losses
180,844,995 139,555,734 138,587,476 (5,937,514) 453,050,691

Parent
2013

Loans and 
receivables 

Loans and advances 
to banks *

Investment 
securities ** Others*** Total

Neither past due nor impaired 149,121,351 117,337,899 136,804,641 1,219,316 404,483,207
Past due but not impaired 127,491 127,491
Impaired 15,416,326 410,788 15,827,114

164,665,168 117,337,899 137,215,429 1,219,316 420,437,812
Allowance for impairment

(5,675,960) (337,399) (188,828) (6,202,187)and credit losses
158,989,208 117,337,899 136,878,030 1,030,488 414,235,625
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* Comprised of Due from BSP, Due from other banks, Interbank loans receivable and Securities purchased under agreements to resell 
** Comprised of FVTPL, AFS and HTM 
*** Comprised of Accounts receivable, Other receivables and other assets

The table below presents the aging analysis of gross amount of loans and receivables that were past due but not impaired. Collateralized past due loans are not considered 
impaired when the cash flows that may result from foreclosure of the related collateral are higher than carrying amount of the loans. (In thousand pesos).

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Past due less than 31 days 129,834  81,919 129,708 81,918
Past due 31 – 60 days 54,388 25,932 54,388 24,705
Past due 61 – 90 days 48,378 20,280 48,378 16,952
Over 90 days 174,762 5,164 172,121 3,916

407,362 133,295 404,595 127,491

Fair value of collateral 1,745,331 1,993,648 1,745,331 1,993,648
 

Credit quality of foreign currency-denominated investments are classified according to the following credit grades which are based on the below-enumerated range of  
Standard and Poor’s (S&P) equivalent long-term issue ratings: 

S & P credit equivalent ratings
Credit Grades From To

High Grade AAA BBB-
Standard Grade BB+ B
Substandard B- C
Default D

 
Credit ratings used for exposures to Philippine government and its instrumentalities are the S&P sovereign long-term rating of the Philippines for its foreign currency and local 
denominated debt which are both at BBB- (investment grade).

The table below shows the credit quality of financial instruments that are neither past due nor impaired based on the Bank’s rating system. (In thousand pesos).

Group
2014

Neither past due nor Impaired Past due or
High Grade Standard Substandard Impaired Total

FVTPL 0 3,625,749 52 0 3,625,801
AFS 3,142,848 62,508,744 224,174 290,879 66,166,645
HTM 5,699,120 63,437,716 0 0 69,136,836

8,841,968 129,572,209 224,226 290,879 138,929,282
Allowance for impairment and credit losses (274,242)

138,655,040

Group
2013

Neither past due nor Impaired Past due or
High Grade Standard Substandard Impaired Total

FVTPL 0 381,769 39 0 381,808
AFS 2,975,873 105,099,056 235,644 410,825 108,721,398
HTM 3,301,728 24,874,367 0 0 28,176,095

6,277,601 130,355,192 235,683 410,825 137,279,301
Allowance for impairment and credit losses (337,399)

136,941,902

Parent
2014

Neither past due nor Impaired Past due or
High Grade Standard Substandard Impaired Total

FVTPL 0 3,625,749 52 0 3,625,801
AFS 3,085,578 62,507,324 224,066 290,791 66,107,759
HTM 5,690,442 63,437,716 0 0 69,128,158

8,776,020 129,570,789 224,118 290,791 138,861,718
Allowance for impairment and credit losses (274,242)

138,587,476

Parent
2013

Neither past due nor Impaired Past due or
High Grade Standard Substandard Impaired Total

FVTPL 0 381,769 39 0 381,808
AFS 2,918,948 105,097,541 235,566 410,788 108,662,843
HTM 3,296,411 24,874,367 0 0 28,170,778

6,215,359 130,353,677 235,605 410,788 137,215,429
Allowance for impairment and credit losses (337,399)

  136,878,030

The Parent Bank has maintained single digit levels of non-performing loans (NPL) throughout the year.  The graph below shows the NPL ratio against the Parent Bank’s 
total loan portfolio and the movement in NPL ratio from December 2013 to December 2014. The Parent Bank was able to maintain its NPL ratio below 5% from December 
2013 to December 2014, with an average ratio of 4.02%.
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Collateral held as security and other credit enhancements

The Parent Bank holds collateral against loans and receivables from customers in the form of real estate and chattel mortgage, hold-out on deposits, debt and equity 
securities, assignment of applicable portion of Internal Revenue Allotment (IRA) for debt servicing of LGUs, guarantees issued by the ROP and other acceptable institutions. 
Estimates of fair value are based on the latest appraisal value of collaterals which is done every year for real estate with improvements, every two years for lots only and 
every six months for chattels. Generally, no collaterals are held on due from other banks, interbank loans, investments under FVTPL, AFS and HTM except securities held 
under reverse repurchase agreements.

A summary of the appraised/fair value of collaterals held against loans and receivables is as follows: (In thousand pesos)

2014 2013

A. Against neither past due nor impaired
Real estate mortgage 35,090,067 34,876,090
ROP Guarantee 0 0
Chattel mortgage 10,323,084 10,532,634
Deposits on hold 534,466 533,756
IRA/Others 80,119,952 49,757,492

126,067,569 95,699,972
B. Against past due but not impaired

Real estate mortgage 1,678,544 990,674
Chattel mortgage 39,957 2,724
Deposits on hold 31 1
IRA/Others 22,815 1,000,000

1,741,347 1,993,399
C. Against impaired loans

Real estate mortgage 25,221,496 16,804,772
Chattel mortgage 4,315,053 5,863,279
Deposits on hold 21,536 11,663
IRA/Others 2,247,369 2,236,000

31,805.454 24,915,714

159,614,370 122,609,085
 
Credit Concentration

The Parent Bank seeks to spread its risk exposure and prevent excessive exposures to individual counterparties, groups of related counterparties, and groups of 
counterparties with similar characteristics.  Prudent limits have been placed on exposures to single customer / customer groups.

An analysis of concentrations of credit risk based on the carrying amount is shown below: (In thousands)
Group
2014

Loans and 
receivables 

Loans and 
advances to 

banks
Investment 
securities Others Total

Financial and insurance activities 23,046,038 140,212,426 114,560,966 277,819,430
Electricity, gas and water 39,021,495 11,423,712 50,445,207
Manufacturing 16,756,319 1,031,280 17,787,599
Real estate, renting and

19,237,176 8,748 19,245,924business administration
Wholesale and retail trade 31,835,537 0 31,835,537
Transportation and storage 24,467,266 10,243,519 34,710,785
Information and

2,070,228 1,660,057 3,730,285communication
Public administration 14,633,721 1,000 14,634,721
Education 2,992,400 0 2,992,400
Human health and social work 3,714,926 0 3,714,926
Activities of household 3,877,047 0 3,877,047
Construction 1,540,733 0 1,540,733
Agriculture, forestry

3,205,459 0 3,205,459and fishing
Others 1,098,897 0 (5,688,680) (4,589,783)

187,497,242 140,212,426 138,929,282 (5,688,680) 460,950,270
Allowance for impairment (6,237,973) (274,242) (204,455) (6,716,670)

181,259,269 140,212,426 138,655,040 (5,893,135) 454,233,600
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Group
2013

Loans and
receivables 

Loans and      
advances 
to banks 

Investment    
securities Others Total

Financial intermediation 30,742,745 117,875,624 122,383,641 271,002,010
Electricity, gas and water 30,841,148 3,799,791 34,640,939
Manufacturing 28,171,484 1,137,520 29,309,004
Real estate, renting and business

19,261,534 8,705 19,270,239administration
Wholesale and retail trade 19,851,375 0 19,851,375
Transportation, storage and

9,964,799 9,948,644 19,913,443communication
Public administration 15,636,570 1,000 15,637,570
Education 2,455,106 0 2,455,106
Health and social work 2,076,836 0 2,076,836
Community, social & personal

2,886,074 0 2,886,074services
Construction 728,157 0 728,157
Agriculture, forestry and fishing 2,432,533 0 2,432,533
Others 538,450 0 1,237,915 1,776,365

165,586,811 117,875,624 137,279,301 1,237,915 421,979,651
Allowance for impairment (5,996,557) (337,399) (196,401) (6,530,357)

159,590,254 117,875,624 136,941,902 1,041,514 415,449,294

Parent
2014

Loans and 
receivables 

Loans and 
advances 
to banks

Investment 
securities Others Total

Financial and insurance activities 23,046,037 139,555,734 114,500,457 277,102,228
Electricity, gas and water 38,932,760 11,417,223 50,349,983
Manufacturing 16,740,424 1,030,822 17,771,246
Real estate, renting 

19,234,123 8,640 19,242,763and business administration
Wholesale and retail trade 31,781,568 0 31,781,568
Transportation and storage 23,889,598 10,243,519 34,133,117
Information and

2,070,228 1,660,057 3,730,285communication
Public administration 14,453,499 1,000 14,454,499
Education 2,992,400 0 2,992,400
Human health and social work 3,709,802 0 3,709,802
Activities of household 3,877,039 0 3,877,039
Construction 1,516,162 0 1,516,162
Agriculture, forestry and fishing 3,204,845 3,204,845
Others 1,097,037 0 (5,743,855) (4,646,818)

186,545,522 139,555,734 138,861,718 (5,743,855) 459,219,119
Allowance for impairment (5,700,527) (274,242) (193,659) (6,168,428)

180,844,995 139,555,734 138,587,476 (5,937,514) 453,050,691

Parent
2013

Loans and 
receivables 

Loans and a
dvances to banks 

Investment 
securities Others Total

Financial intermediation 30,742,745 117,337,899 122,326,560 270,407,204
Electricity, gas and water 30,740,683 3,793,428 34,534,111
Manufacturing 28,171,484 1,137,170 29,308,654
Real estate, renting and business

18,544,003 8,627 18,552,630administration
Wholesale and retail trade 19,850,891 0 19,850,891
Transportation, storage and

9,957,007 9,948,644 19,905,651communication
Public administration 15,557,382 1,000 15,558,382
Education 2,455,106 0 2,455,106
Health and social work 2,076,836 0 2,076,836
Community, social & personal 

2,876,624 0 2,876,624services
Construction 728,157 0 728,157
Agriculture, forestry and fishing 2,432,533 2,432,533
Others 531,717 0 1,219,316 1,751,033

164,665,168 117,337,899 137,215,429 1,219,316 420,437,812
Allowance for impairment (5,675,960) (337,399) (188,828) (6,202,187)

158,989,208 117,337,899 136,878,030 1,030,488 414,235,625

The Group’s largest concentration is to the Financial and Insurance Activities Sector given the Bank’s treasury investing operations, deposits with BSP and securities 
purchased under agreement to resell.

This includes the Parent Bank’s investments in Metro Rail Transit Corporation (MRTC) pursuant to DBP Board Resolution No. 371 dated 24 September 2008, No. 26 
dated 11 February 2009, No. 48 dated 4 March 2009, No. 53 dated 11 March 2009, No.82 dated 15 April 2009, and No. 86 dated 22 April 2009.  An approval from the 
Department of Finance to buy MRTC holdings using the Consensual Unwind Formula was also secured by both DBP and LBP.  The purchase of DBP and LBP on MRTC 
investments gave the Government control in the MRTC Board to resolve outstanding issues between DOTC and MRTC.  
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The GFIs’ entry also came at an opportune time because the sellers were willing to sell their MRTC holdings at a price based on the consensual unwind formula given the 
effect of the 2008 financial crisis.

The entry of DBP and LBP paved the way for the dropping of the Washington Arbitration Case, while the Singapore Case was kept outstanding based on mutual consent 
from both parties.

DBP’s equity investment in MRTC is below the maximum ceiling set by BSP for single entities of 25 per cent of the net worth of DBP.  Likewise, it is also below the maximum 
ceiling set for aggregate investment for allied/ non-allied equity investments of 50 per cent of the net worth of DBP.  BSP approval was sought in compliance to BSP 
Regulations on investments on non-allied equity investments at Sec. X381.1 and X383.a and as required under RA 8791 dated May 23, 2000.

Outstanding investments in MRTC bonds has a face value of US$ 632.858 million booked as UDSCL under Note 13, while investment in preference shares are shown in 
Note 11 under private equity securities.

The MRT Interagency Technical Working Group (“MRT-IATWG”) composed of representatives from DOTC, DBP, LBP, DOF, NEDA, DBM and OSG are working on the 
possibility of the buyout. 

The BSP in its letter dated 06 August 2014 under MB Resolution No. 1168 informed the Parent Bank that the Monetary Board approved its joint request with LBP for the 
extension to hold on to MRTC investments up to January 30, 2015.

Credit Information Systems

The Parent Bank currently maintains various systems that are used to measure credit risk exposures both on and off balance sheet. Different units, including marketing 
officers, back-office personnel and middle managers make use of these systems for monitoring, analysis and reporting of exposures particularly limits and concentration. 
Access to these information are limited to authorized users only.

  a) Customer Information System (CIS)

  CIS is an integrated customer management system that provides users in the Parent Bank with better client service tools. It captures a broad set of customer and  
  financial information that helps the Parent Bank analyze client profiles. 

 b) Central Liability System (CLS)

  CLS houses the database, which includes information of specific borrowers as well as other data pertaining to client account/s. It provides greater visibility into  
  customers’ data and consolidated financial reporting that will enhance operations and increase productivity through easy access to information. It enables  
  monitoring of loan exposures to specific groups, geographical or industry sectors.

 c) Credit Information Builder (CrIB)

  CrIB was developed to capture all information related to individual and corporate borrowers and corresponding credit facilities extended by the  
  Parent Bank.  The system was designed to serve as the loan origination system where data stored will be used for the Parent Bank’s Central Liability  
  System and Management Information System.

 d) Kondor Global Risk

  In monitoring the different credit-related exposures in the Treasury Department, the Parent Bank uses Kondor Global Risk (KGR) to consolidate financial  
  institutions’ credit limits information and enables the management of the DBP’s Treasury portfolio real time. It provides credit managers with real-time control  
  and monitoring of credit exposures, enabling efficient limit utilization across the enterprise with sophisticated credit mitigation techniques. Traders can make  
  limit inquiries and receive limit updates in real time.

Market Risk

Market risk arises from movements in interest rates and foreign exchange rates, as well as their corresponding correlations and implied volatilities. 
Market Risk Management Department – Market and Liquidity Risk Unit (MRMD-MLRU) handles risk management for market risk exposures. The  ultimate 
objective of MRMD MLRU is to measure and control the Group’s risk-taking activities in the financial markets and ensure limits are established based on 
the level of risk tolerance defined by the BOD and ability of the Parent Bank to absorb market shocks.  The department is also responsible for monitoring 
the liquidity and interest rate risk profile of the Parent Bank.  

The operations of MRMD-MLRU are governed by the market risk policies which include the approval process and specific authorities on exposure limits.  
A system of market risk limits is strictly implemented which are set based on industry-accepted methodologies. Market risks are primarily controlled by 
restricting trading operations to a list of permissible instruments within authorized limits set by the BOD. Risk limits are monitored on a regular basis, 
the monitoring by which is dependent on existing system infrastructure. The unit’s risk monitoring process is supported by middle office functionalities 
available in the Group’s financial market trading platform. Among others, the system provides straight-thru processing, fully automated limits control, 
and real-time risk monitoring capabilities.

The Group’s foreign exchange activities are mostly related to hedging currency mismatches on its balance sheet and servicing client requirements The 
Group’s foreign exchange exposure is managed conservatively within the Net Open Position limits allowed by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas  (BSP). The 
Group’s foreign exchange exposures arising from its ODA funding are mostly covered by the National Government. 

The Value-at-Risk

The Value-at-Risk (“VaR”) methodology is the primary market risk measure for the Parent Bank’s trading activities. The Group estimates VaR using the parametric approach 
at 99% confidence interval. To complement the VaR calculation, stress testing and scenario analysis are performed on both individual portfolios and on the consolidated 
positions to examine the Parent Bank’s vulnerability to plausible extreme losses due to market shocks. Daily VaR is calculated mainly for risk measurement and not yet 
used in determining market risk capital requirement as the Parent Bank currently adopts the Standardized Approach under the Basel II framework.
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The table below provides a summary of the Parent Bank’s VaR profile, by risk class for 2014:

2014 December 2013 - December 2014 2013
 Year end Average Min Max Year end

In PhP Millions      
Fixed Income Trading 50.58 41.63 0.00 158.15 27.44
Foreign Exchange Trading 3.80 14.17 0.02 66.77 5.08

The Parent Bank’s VaR for Fixed Income Trading by year-end of 2014 is higher by 84.33% than the previous year-end due to the increase in proprietary trading of debt 
instruments, mainly comprised of bonds issued by the National Government, towards the end of the year. On the other hand, a slight decrease in Foreign Exchange 
activities as the year-end approached resulted to a VaR lower by 25.20% in 2014 as compared with the previous year.

Sensitivity Analysis

Interest rate sensitive positions in the trading book are measured using a single rate-duration based calculation of interest rate risk. The graph below shows the movement 
in Present Value (PV01) terms of the Parent Bank’s debt securities portfolio from December 2013 to December 2014.

Liquidity Risk

The Parent Bank, as a special purpose domestic bank focused on development lending, remains to have a relatively liquid profile. In its development lending, the Parent 
Bank sources funding largely from foreign governments and supranational development banks and agencies in the form of Overseas Development Assistance facilities, 
which it on-lends to domestic development projects in the countryside. To manage liquidity risk, MRMD-MLRU implements liquidity risk management tools such as 
liquidity ratios monitoring and contingency funding plan.

Liquidity Profile

DBP Ratios Industry Ratio1%

Stable Funding vs. Non-Liquid Assets 41% 12%

Liquid Assets vs. Volatile Funding 59% 41%

Liquid & Less Liquid Assets vs. Volatile Funding 67% 44%

Key Liquidity Provider Sourced Funding vs. Total Liabilities 18% 2%

Liquid Assets Ratio 40% 34%

1/ Top 10 universal banks in terms of assets excluding DBP as of December 31, 2014
 

The Parent Bank’s better-than-industry liquidity ratios resulted from its ability to secure and preserve long-term funding and conservative approach in maintaining a high 
level of liquid assets.  The Parent Bank has also continued to strengthen its ties with government agencies and corporations to generate deposits, making it less dependent 
on inter-bank borrowings.  In most cases, the Parent Bank has been a net lender to the inter-bank market.

Contingency Funding

The Parent Bank has in place Board-approved policies capturing the key areas of liquidity risk management and structural interest rate risk management. The policies 
provide a clear governance structure in the Parent Bank comprised of the BOD and Senior Management committees.  Responsibilities are clearly delineated in the areas 
of monitoring, controlling and reporting risk. As such, the Parent Bank’s Contingency Funding Plan (CFP) contains a well constructed senior level action plan with clear 
delegation of actions and responsibilities.  The CFP mainly highlights the resources or facilities that can be considered by the Parent Bank and decision points necessary to 
guide management systematically address a liquidity crisis event.

Foreign Currency Risk

The Group maintains its foreign currency exposure by implementing internal limits and strict adherence to existing regulations. Proprietary trading is fairly moderate with 
exposures restricted to major currencies and limits are set based on historical performance and risk tolerance defined by the BOD. Management of foreign currency risk is 
also part of market risk management handled by MRMD-MLRU.

BSP caps the Group’s allowable open FX position (either overbought or oversold) to 20% of the unimpaired capital or US$ 50 million, whichever is lower. Also, the Group 
is required to fully cover foreign currency liabilities with foreign currency assets held in the FCDU books. 
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The table summarizes the Parent Bank’s exposure to foreign exchange risk as of December 31, 2014. Included in the table are the Parent Bank’s assets and liabilities at 
carrying amounts, categorized by currency: (In thousand pesos)

Foreign
RegularCurrency

Deposit Unit Foreign Total

Resources
Due from other banks 12,224,005 4,334,209 16,558,214
Interbank loans receivables 7,969,692 5,366,400 13,336,092
Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss 329,838 0 329,838
Financial assets available for sale 21,649,715 12,085,732 33,735,447
Financial assets held to maturity 19,479,950 7,111,511 26,591,461
Loans and receivables 1,362,467 7,730,682 9,093,149
Other resources (500,365) 343,459 (156,906)

Total Resources 62,515,302 36,971,993 99,487,295

Liabilities
Deposit liabilities 38,856,604 0 38,856,604
Bills payable 9,945,613 27,063,922 37,009,535
Bonds payable 13,416,000 0 13,416,000
Accrued taxes, interests and expenses 282,896 9,503 292,399
Deferred credits and other liabilities (37,849) 54,258,431 54,220,582

Total liabilities 62,463,264 81,331,856 143,795,120

Net exposure 52,038 (44,359,863) (44,307,825)

Total contingent accounts (9,235,886) (9,235,886)
Fx Position 339,216 339,216

 

The Parent Bank is required to fully cover foreign currency liabilities with foreign currency assets and of which, 30 per cent is liquid assets held in the FCDU books.

Interest Rate Risk

The Parent Bank currently adopts the Earnings-at-Risk (EaR) methodology in measuring interest rate risk exposure in the Banking Book. Extensive analysis, which includes 
scenario simulations on the Parent Bank’s Interest Rate Gap (IRG) and its corresponding effects to Net Interest Income (NII and Net Interest Margin (NIM) are done on a 
regular basis.  Depending on the Parent Bank’s forecast or view on short-term and long-term interest rate movements, both domestic and foreign, appropriate responses 
are made to lessen the vulnerability of the Parent Bank to adverse interest rate shifts and changes in the shape of the yield curve. These tools for interest rate risk 
management are implemented by MRMD MLRU.

The following graphs show the monthly movement of the Parent Bank’s IRG and EaR vis-à-vis limits in 2014 for both the RBU and FCDU books. EaR calculations in the 
earlier months were adjusted due to changes in methodology.

Operational Risk Management

The Parent Bank defines operational risk as the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems or from external events.  

The Parent Bank manages operational risk by identifying, assessing, monitoring, controlling and mitigating the risk, rectifying operational risk events, and implementing 
additional procedures required to comply with regulatory requirements. All units are responsible for managing operational risk by implementing clear and defined 
processes, delineation of responsibilities, and business continuity plan, among others.
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Operational Risk Management Department (ORMD) is primarily responsible for the establishment of a reliable and proactive operational risk management process, 
policies and procedures consistent with industry best-practices and globally accepted frameworks. Also, the department assists the Risk Oversight Committee in defining 
the Parent Bank’s level of operational risk-tolerance and formulation of operational risk parameters with the objective of effectively managing operational risk and efficient 
utilization of capital.

ORMD is composed of Business Continuity Management Unit (BCMU) and Operational Risk Monitoring Unit (ORMU). BCMU improves and strengthens the Parent Bank’s 
business continuity management system, while ORMU improves and strengthens the Parent Bank’s operational risk management system.

Enhanced Operational Loss Monitoring Module (eOLMM) System

In preparation for the possible adoption of advanced risk measures for operational risk, the Parent Bank has put in place an automated system to track internal losses. The DBP 
started the operational loss data collection with quarterly reports submitted by all Bank units to the then Risk Management Office in 2005 using an automated PC-based Operational 
Loss Monitoring Module (OLMM) system.  The system was enhanced in 2007, with frequency of downloading/consolidation of reports from quarterly to monthly, improving the 
timeliness of reporting and identification of loss events patterns.  The system was further improved and converted to a web-based system that can also capture potential losses which 
led to the enhanced OLMM (eOLMM) which is being used by the Parent Bank since February 2014. Monthly operational loss report is submitted to the Risk Oversight Committee 
(ROC) for ongoing tracking and monitoring of operational risk losses to facilitate the effective management of operational risks. 

Operational Risk Assessment

The Parent Bank conducts regular Risk Assessment exercise, which serves to identify risk areas and vulnerabilities.  Assessment of risks is conducted by the members of the 
Operational Risk Working Group, integrated in the annual ICAAP activities.  This serves to identify risks relating to people, processes, systems and structures.

In addition, all the Parent Bank units conducted the pilot Risk and Control Self-Assessment in 2014, results of which are still being consolidated. This is intended to be the 
basis of an Operational Risk Heat Map, Key Risk Indicators monitoring, and Risk Treatment Plan monitoring. Operational risk incidents are also evaluated and discussed 
to serve as basis for improvement of operational risk controls to prevent recurrence and avoid operational and losses.

Operational risk issues are likewise assessed in the course of audit engagements, business process reviews and analysis of operational loss reports and data.  Assessment 
of risks in new product lines and businesses are likewise performed with the review of product manuals and new product proposals.

Business Continuity Management

Recognizing the Parent Bank’s vulnerability to losses resulting from operational disruptions due to internal factors such as power outage, system downtime and external 
factors such as natural disasters, terrorist attacks and pandemic illness, among others, the Parent Bank continually exerts efforts to improve its business continuity 
management including disaster preparedness.

The Parent Bank regularly reviews and enhances its Business Continuity Manual to adopt industry best-practices and ensure that the Parent Bank’s core business operations 
continue to function in the event of business disruption or disaster. Regular testing is scheduled and performed to ensure the ability of all Parent Bank units to recover their 
business operations. Incidents that may disrupt normal operations are also monitored and reported to ensure smooth business continuity and reduce potential impact to 
the Parent Bank, its clients, and other stakeholders.

Complementing the detailed contingency measures, the Parent Bank’s recovery facilities are regularly assessed and maintained with a view towards the Parent Bank’s 
recovery requirements, including application systems, equipment and supplies. Enhancements to the disaster recovery facilities are continually being done to meet the 
changing needs of the critical Bank units with focus on customer service.

Operational Risk and Capital Efficiency

The Parent Bank’s operational risk capital charge is obtained by multiplying the computed average gross income by a specified factor determined using the Basic Indicator 
Approach (BIA). This is the basis of the Operational Risk Weighted Assets calculations.

Capital Management

Approach to Capital Management

Decisions and strategies undertaken by the Parent Bank are geared towards achieving capital adequacy and efficiency. Under the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment 
Process (ICAAP), the Parent Bank has instituted an enterprise-wide process that will ensure that all inherent risks in the loan and investment portfolio are properly 
identified and risk-taking activities are consistent with the risk appetite set by the Board of Directors. Furthermore, various tools and methodologies, both quantitative and 
qualitative,  are conducted on a regular basis to measure and assess risks, set up a comprehensive limit structure, and to determine sufficiency of existing capital levels 
in absorbing market shocks. 

In lending, accounts undergo thorough risk assessment to identify and reflect the actual risk profile of the counterparty. From the results of the risk assessment, 
Management determines the Parent Bank’s strategies for these transactions, such as stipulating stricter operating guidelines that will further secure the Parent  Bank’s 
position and/or requiring compensating businesses that will enhance the Parent Bank’s returns from the transactions Furthermore, while lending is geared towards 
public sector project financing for sustainable development, the Parent Bank also extends credit facilities to private companies, financial institutions and micro, small and 
medium enterprises (mSMEs). Risk profiles of these clients range from low to high risk. As such, the Parent Bank aims for an optimal use of capital through a diversified 
portfolio of risk exposures. Meanwhile, through instituted risk management processes, various simulations and regular stress testing are conducted on proposed major 
business and investment considerations to determine impact on the Parent Bank’s capital, monitor its varying degrees of vulnerability, and approximate effect of such to 
the Parent Bank’s financial condition. 
   
Capital Adequacy Framework

The Parent Bank adheres to the capital standards outlined in the Basel II capital adequacy framework. The Basel II framework was implemented in the Philippine Banking System 
under the guidance of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) in July 2007. The framework aims to promote safety and soundness in the financial system and maintain at least the 
current overall level of capital in the system; enhance competitive equality; and constitute a more comprehensive approach to addressing risks. The Parent Bank has adopted the 
Standardized Approach for market and credit risk capital charging while the calculation of the operational risk capital charge is based on the Basic Indicator Approach.

Basel II to Basel III

As an offshoot of the 1988 Capital Accord or Basel I and building on the “International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital Standards” document called 
Basel II, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) created Basel III in the aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis to strengthen regulation, supervision and risk 
management of the Parent Banking sector.  The new Basel rules are structured around several regulatory objectives to promote capital resilience, among others, of the 
Parent Banking sector.  It contains a new regulatory capital framework aimed at improving the quality of capital and increasing the level of capital held by UKBs.
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The BSP requires full implementation of Basel III beginning January 2014 as contained in the BSP Circular 781 or the Implementing Guidelines on Basel III Capital 
Requirements approved by the Monetary Board on December 14, 2012.

Enterprise Risk Management and Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process

Using a risk-based approach in managing the institution, the Parent Bank continues to strengthen its Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) framework, integrating 
the concepts of strategic planning, operations management and internal controls.  The four integral components of the ERM framework—Measurement, 
Infrastructure, Strategy, and Organization—are continuously assessed and reviewed. 

As part of the ERM framework and as mandated by the BSP, the Parent Bank has fully implemented the Pillar II framework under the Basel II Capital Accord The  Parent 
Bank has institutionalized the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP), aimed at assessing the institution’s overall capital adequacy in relation to its risk 
profile and defining a strategy to maintain sufficient capital levels.

Capital Management

Effective January 1, 2014, the Group complied with BSP issued Circular No. 781 (series of 2013) or the Basel III Implementing Guidelines on Minimum Capital 
Requirements. This provides the implementing guidelines on the revised risk-based capital adequacy framework particularly on the minimum capital and 
disclosure requirements for universal banks and commercial banks, as well as their subsidiary banks and quasi-banks, in accordance with the Basel III standards.

The Circular sets out a minimum Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) ratio of 6.00% and Tier 1 capital ratio of 7.50% and also introduced a capital conservation 
buffer of at least 2.50% comprised of CET1 capital. The existing requirement for Total Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) remains unchanged at 10.00% and 
these ratios shall be maintained at all times.

Qualifying capital and risk-weighted assets (RWA) are computed based on BSP regulations.

The Parent Bank maintains a sufficient capital base to support its risk-taking activities resulting in a consistently high Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR of over 20%, as 
compared with the industry average of 15.94% (solo basis) and 16.66% (consolidated basis) as of June 2014. The regulatory minimum threshold is currently at 
10% Aside from its CAR, the Parent Bank’s CET 1 and Tier 1 ratios has remained robust in 2014 averaging at 12.42%. These above-minimum capital ratios reflect 
the Parent Bank’s ability to absorb significant market shocks, low vulnerability to external disruptions and sufficient capital buffer to support business growth and 
expansion even in a low-growth environment. It is also in the Parent Bank’s interest to consistently maintain capital ratios that surpass industry average in order 
to fulfill its development mandate, more so on situations where banks, in general, tend to be risk-averse. 

The Parent Bank’s CAR from  December 2013 to December 2014 is illustrated as follows: 

Under Basel III, the regulatory qualifying capital of the Parent Bank consists of CET1 capital, which comprises paid-up common stock, surplus including current 
year profit, surplus reserves, other comprehensive income (net unrealized gains or losses on AFS securities and cumulative foreign currency translation) and non 
controlling interest less required deductions such as unsecured credit accommodations to directors, officers, stockholders and related interests (DOSRI), deferred 
income tax, other intangible assets, defined benefit pension fund assets and goodwill.

Common equity tier 1 (CET 1) is calculated as follows: 

COMMON EQUITY TIER 1 (CET 1) CAPITAL 
(In million pesos) Group Parent
Gross CET 1 Capital

Paid-up common stock 12,500 12,500
Retained earnings 25,126 25,059
Net unrealized gains / (losses) on AFS securities (719) (719)
Cumulative foreign currency translation (0) -
Minority interest in subsidiary banks which are less than wholly-owned (1) -

Gross CET 1 Capital 36,906 36,840
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COMMON EQUITY TIER 1 (CET 1) CAPITAL 
(In million pesos) Group Parent

Regulatory adjustments to CET 1 Capital increase / (decrease)

Total outstanding unsecured credit accommodations, both direct and indirect, to directors, officers,     
     stockholders and their related interests (DOSRI) (169) (169)
Deferred tax assets (2,998) (2,998)
Other intangible assets (273) (273)
Investments in equity of unconsolidated subsidiary banks and quasi-banks, and other financial        
     allied undertakings (excluding subsidiary securities dealers/brokers and insurance companies),  
     after deducting related goodwill, if any 0 (1,082)
Investments in equity of unconsolidated subsidiary securities dealers/brokers and insurance 
     companies after deducting related goodwill, if any (40) (40)
Significant minority investments (10%-50% of voting stock) in banks and quasi-banks, and other financial     
     allied undertakings after deducting related goodwill, if any (for both solo and consolidated bases) 13/ (342) (342)
Minority investments (below 10% of voting stock) in subsidiary banks and quasi-banks, and other  
     financial allied undertakings (excluding subsidiary securities dealers/brokers and insurance  
     companies), after deducting related goodwill, if any (for both solo and consolidated bases) 13/ (241) (241)
Other equity investments in non-financial allied undertakings and non-allied undertakings (113) (111)

Total Regulatory adjustments to CET 1 Capital (4,176) (5,256)
TOTAL CET1 CAPITAL 32,730 31,584
CET 1 Capital Requirements (6.0% of RWA)

Credit Risk 12,916 12,823
Market Risk 114 114
Operational Risk 1,235 1,221

TOTAL CET 1 CAPITAL REQUIREMENT 14,265 14,158
CAPITAL CONSERVATION BUFFER
(Total CET 1 capital less Total CET1 capital requirement) 18,465 17,426

Under Executive Order No. 81 series of 1986, as revised by Republic Act (RA) No. 8523 series of 1998,  DBP’s authorized share capital is PhP35 billion divided into  350 million common 
shares with a par value of PhP100 per share, of which 125 million shares are fully paid-up and subscribed by the Government. This qualifies as CET 1 capital pursuant to BSP Cir. 
No. 781. Common shares represent the most subordinated claim in liquidation and are entitled to an unlimited and variable claim on the residual assets after all senior claims have been 
repaid in liquidation. Common stock takes the first and proportionately greatest share of any losses as they occur. Principal of the common shares is perpetual and never repaid outside 
of liquidation, with no expectation the instrument will be bought back, redeemed or cancelled nor do the statutory or contractual terms provide any feature which might give rise to such 
an expectation. Distributions are paid out of distributable items (retained earnings included). The level of distributions is not in any way tied or linked to the amount paid in at issuance 
and is not subject to a contractual  cap, but not beyond the level of distributable items. Distributions are obligatory pursuant to the provisions of Republic Act No. 7656, with the Parent 
Bank mandated to remit at least 50.00% of their annual net earnings (plus provisions less write-offs and other deductions additions stated in the National Internal Revenue Code of 1997, 
as amended (NIRC), as cash, stock, or property dividends to the Government. RA 7656 provides a flexibility clause, whereby in the interest of national economy and general welfare, the 
percentage of annual net earnings that shall be declared may be adjusted by the President of the Philippines upon the recommendation of the Secretary of Finance. Any adjustment in 
the percentage of annual net earnings that shall be declared by the Parent Bank as dividends to the Government may take into account, among other financial and fiscal considerations, 
the need for revenues by the Government, the level of the Parent Bank’s liquidity and implementation of critical capital projects and statutory obligations.
 
Under the Basel III regulatory capital regime, the Parent Bank has no instruments issued that are eligible as Additional Tier 1 (AT1) capital, hence, Total Tier 1 consists solely of and is 
equivalent to the level of CET 1 capital. Total Tier 1 capital is calculated as follows:

TOTAL TIER 1 (CET1) CAPITAL 
(In million pesos) Group Parent
Gross Tier 1 Capital

Gross CET1 Capital 36,906 36,840
Instruments issued by the Parent Bank that are eligible as Additional Tier 1 (AT1) capital - -

Gross Tier 1 Capital 36,906 36,840
Regulatory adjustments to Tier 1 Capital increase / (decrease)

Total Regulatory adjustments to CET 1 capital (4,176) (5,256)
Regulatory adjustments to AT1 capital - -

Total Regulatory adjustments to Tier 1 Capital (4,176) (5,256)
TOTAL TIER 1 CAPITAL 32,730 31,584
Tier 1 Capital Requirements (7.5% of RWA)

Credit Risk 16,146 16,029
Market Risk 142 142
Operational Risk 1,544 1,527

TOTAL TIER 1 CAPITAL REQUIREMENT 17,832 17,698

The other component of regulatory capital is Tier 2 (supplementary) capital, which includes unsecured subordinated debt and general loan loss provision.

Tier 2 capital is calculated as follows:

TIER 2 CAPITAL 
(In million pesos) Group Parent
Gross Tier 2 Capital

Instruments issued by the Parent Bank that are eligible as Tier 2 capital 15,627 15,627
General loan loss provision, limited to a maximum of 1.00% of credit risk-weighted assets, and any  
      amount in excess thereof shall be deducted from the credit risk-weighted assets in computing the     
      denominator of the risk-based capital ratio 2,159 2,138

Gross Tier 2 Capital 17,786 17,765
Regulatory adjustments to Tier 2 Capital increase / (decrease) - -
Total Regulatory adjustments to Tier 2 Capital - -
TOTAL TIER 2 CAPITAL 17,786 17,765
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In March 2012, the Parent Bank issued PhP5.6 billion worth of fixed rate unsecured subordinated notes eligible as Tier 2. The notes will mature in September 2022 or a tenor 
of ten and a half years, provided that the Notes are not previously redeemed by the Parent Bank. The notes bear interest at the rate of 5.75% per annum payable quarterly in 
arrears. The capital notes are subject to optional redemption in 2017 and have no step-up feature Minimum denomination is PhP500 thousand with integral multiples of 
PhP100 thousand thereafter. The notes are subordinated in right of payment to claims of all depositors and other creditors of the Parent Bank, except those creditors that are 
expressly ranked equally with or junior to the Holders in right of payment, not subject to set-off and not eligible for collateral for any loan made by the Parent Bank. These notes 
shall be capital-eligible until end-2015, pursuant to Section 4 of BSP Cir. 781.

The remaining PhP10.0 Billion Tier 2 notes was issued in November 2013 and is fully compliant with Basel III. These will mature on November 20 2023, if not redeemed 
earlier. The notes bear interest at the rate of 4.875% per annum with interest payable quarterly in arrears. The notes qualify as Tier 2 capital pursuant to BSP Cir. 781 Discounts 
of 20.0% and 40.0% are given in 2018 and 2019, respectively, per Basel III guidelines for treatment as regulatory capital. The notes have a loss absorption feature which means 
the Notes are subject to a Non-Viability Write-Down in case of a Non-Viability Event. A Non-Viability Event is deemed to have occurred when the Issuer is considered non-viable 
as determined by the BSP. Upon the  occurrence of a Non-Viability Event, the Issuer shall write-down the principal amount of the Notes to the extent required by the BSP, 
which could go to as low as zero. A Non-Viability Write- Down shall have the following effects: (a) it shall reduce the claim on the Notes in liquidation; (b) reduce the amount 
re-paid when a call or redemption is properly exercised, and (c) partially or fully reduce the interest payments on the Notes. Subject to the existence of certain conditions, the 
happening of certain events, and the approval by the BSP, the Parent Bank may redeem the Notes in whole but not in part: at any time beginning on November 20, 2018 and 
on any Interest Payment Date thereafter (“Redemption Option”), upon the happening of a Tax Event (“Tax Redemption”), or upon the happening of a Capital Event (“Regulatory 
Redemption”), in all cases at a redemption price equal to 100% of the principal amount together with accrued and unpaid interest. The notes constitute direct, unconditional, 
unsecured, and subordinated obligations of the Parent Bank. The notes will at all times rank pari passu and without any preference among themselves and at least equally with 
all other present and future unsecured and subordinated obligations of the Parent Bank.

The remaining Tier 2 is composed of general loan loss provisions, amount of which is 1% of Credit RWA.

Risk Limit Structure

The Parent Bank’s risk management limit structures on investments and trading activities are based on its risk appetite translated as management’s perspective of 
the tolerable reduction in its capital adequacy. Risk Factors and corresponding capital requirements are taken into consideration in evaluating new products and 
investment structures.

Integrated Stress Testing

Stress Testing is a key component of the risk management process which allows the institution to be able to identify its vulnerabilities to exceptional but plausible events 
or scenarios. Stress Tests have served the purpose of providing the Board and Senior Management with potential adverse outcomes that may impact the Parent Bank’s 
performance and attainment of certain business objectives given a variety of risks to which it is exposed to.  As such, the Parent Bank may position itself to address 
and mitigate these risks and provide the necessary capital cushion to ensure higher loss absorptive capacity given possible large shocks and have the ability to endure 
deteriorating economic conditions.

The Integrated Stress Testing aims to provide a comprehensive enterprise-wide assessment of DBP’s vulnerabilities in quantitative terms under various 
scenarios. Further, this assists the Parent Bank in the following efforts:
  
 • Effective management of concentration risk
 • Define parameters for limit-setting 
 • Determine the ideal level of capital for each business undertaking or risk exposure that is sufficient enough to absorb market shocks on every conceptualized  
  stress scenario.
 • Improve assessment of the risk-return trade off
 • Identify threat to the Parent Bank’s liquidity position in a timely manner
 • Determine relationship of stress events with specific risk factors based on observable data within an appropriately defined time frame.

note 6 – maturity analysis of assets and l iabil it ies

The tables below show the assets and liabilities analyzed according to when they are expected to be recovered or settled: (In thousand pesos)

Group
2014

Up to
3 months

Over 3 – 6
months

Over 6 months 
– 1 year

Over 1 – 5
years Over 5 years Total

Assets
Cash and other cash items 2,754,635 0 0 0 0 2,754,635
Due from BSP 104,327,504 0 0 0 0 104,327,504
Due from other banks 17,009,729 0 0 0 0 17,009,729
Loans – net 49,884,840 6,843,735 6,184,078 34,479,542 102,742,267 200,134,462
Investment securities 37,560,069 26,964,858 1,333,149 9,559,182 63,237,782 138,655,040
Other assets (1,004,507) (1,586,072) 1,851,762 32,241 5,827,434 5,120,858
Total Assets 210,532,270 32,222,521 9,368,989 44,070,965 171,807,483 468,002,228

Liabilities
Due to BSP/other banks 546 0 0 0 0 546
Deposits 154,940,225 3,363,480 2,343,082 133,036,534 31 293,683,352
Borrowings 18,964,873 3,808,798 9,389,387 15,232,173 51,431,766 98,826,997
Other liabilities 16,921,099 73,931 58,766 15,714,376 3,054 32,771,226
Total Liabilities 190,826,743 7,246,209 11,791,235 163,983,083 51,434,851 425,282,121

Asset-liability gap 19,705,527 24,976,312 (2,422,246) (119,912,118) 120,372,632 42,720,107
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Group
2013

Up to 3
months

Over 3 – 6
months

Over 6 months 
– 1 year

Over 1 – 5
years Over 5 years Total

Assets
Cash and other cash items 2,082,130 0 0 0 0 2,082,130
Due from BSP 109,463,609 0 0 0 0 109,463,609
Due from other banks 6,137,756 0 0 0 0 6,137,756
Loans – net 32,812,878 2,632,275 7,257,244 34,095,515 85,066,595 161,864,507
Investment securities 54,709,231 48,034,139 823,998 6,528,647 26,845,887 136,941,902
Other assets 636,592 1,565,059 3,395,558 62,870 6,023,705 11,683,784
Total Assets 205,842,196 52,231,473 11,476,800 40,687,032 117,936,187 428,173,688

Liabilities
Due to BSP/other banks 758 0 0 0 0 758
Deposits 109,318,184 17,693,402 8,496,347 115,779,641 18 251,287,592
Borrowings 27,477,532 5,010,467 4,713,566 18,463,981 57,340,614 113,006,160
Other liabilities 7,136,329 41,486 136,968 15,770,185 89,571 23,174,539
Total Liabilities 143,932,803 22,745,355 13,346,881 150,013,807 57,430,203 387,469,049

Asset-liability gap 61,909,393 29,486,118 (1,870,081) (109,326,775) 60,505,984 40,704,639

Parent
2014

Up to 3
months

Over 3 – 6
months

Over 6 months 
– 1 year

Over 1 – 5
years Over 5 years Total

Assets
Cash and other cash items 2,736,300 2,736,300
Due from BSP 103,898,378 103,898,378
Due from other banks 16,782,163 16,782,163
Loans – net 50,355,964 6,811,445 6,103,014 34,057,555 102,392,210 199,720,188
Investment securities 37,559,907 26,959,716 1,325,825 9,505,395 63,236,633 138,587,476
Other assets (73,784) (1,590,589) 1,825,536 0 5,626,834 5,787,997
Total Assets 211,258,928 32,180,572 9,254,375 43,562,950 171,255,677 467,512,502

Liabilities
Due to BSP/other banks 546 0 0 0 0 546
Deposits 154,806,219 3,345,962 2,343,082 133,036,534 31 293,531,828
Borrowings 18,953,978 3,797,903 9,367,597 15,008,605 51,431,766 98,559,849
Other liabilities 16,891,967 42,791 37,758 15,627,231 0 32,599,747
Total Liabilities 190,652,710 7,186,656 11,748,437 163,672,370 51,431,797 424,691,970

Asset-liability gap 20,606,218 24,993,916 (2,494,062) (120,109,420) 119,823,880 42,820,532

Parent
2013

Up to 3
months

Over 3 – 6
months

Over 6 months 
– 1 year

Over 1 – 5
 years Over 5 years Total

Assets
Cash and other cash items 2,053,438 0 0 0 0 2,053,438
Due from BSP 109,066,391 0 0 0 0 109,066,391
Due from other banks 5,997,255 0 0 0 0 5,997,255
Loans – net 33,077,477 2,614,301 7,167,623 33,811,586 84,592,474 161,263,461
Investment securities 54,709,231 48,034,139 816,853 6,523,330 26,794,477 136,878,030
Other assets 1,559,596 1,559,042 3,378,827 0 5,596,333 12,093,798
Total Assets 206,463,388 52,207,482 11,363,303 40,334,916 116,983,284 427,352,373

Liabilities
Due to BSP/other banks 758 0 0 0 0 758
Deposits 109,132,029 17,675,330 8,496,347 115,779,641 18 251,083,365
Borrowings 27,465,510 4,977,782 4,636,377 18,273,992 57,340,614 112,694,275
Other liabilities 7,159,843 0 39,587 15,621,134 0 22,820,564
Total Liabilities 143,758,140 22,653,112 13,172,311 149,674,767 57,340,632 386,598,962

Asset-liability gap 62,705,248 29,554,370 (1,809,008) (109,339,851) 59,642,652 40,753,411

n o t e  7  –  c a s h  a n d  c a s h  e q u i v a l e n t s
This account at December 31 consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Cash and other cash items 2,754,635 2,082,130 2,736,300 2,053,438
Due from Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas* 104,321,925  109,450,068 103,892,909 109,052,914
Due from other banks* 17,009,729 6,137,746 16,782,163 5,997,255
Interbank loans receivable* 12,132,092 2,274,253 12,132,092 2,274,253
Securities purchased under agreement to resell * 6,727,000 0 6,727,000 0
      142,945,381 119,944,197 142,270,464 119,377,860
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 Due from other banks includes short-term investments/placements of subsidiaries in the Parent Bank’s Trust Services with maturity of three (3) months or less  
 from the date of acquisition.

 The undrawn borrowing facilities of the Parent Bank that may be available for future operating activities and to settle capital commitments as of December 31, 2014  
 amounted to P13.228 billion.

 Interbank Loans Receivable (IBLR) represents the Parent Bank’s placements with the BSP with maturities of 3 months or less from the date of acquisition.

 The outstanding balance of Securities Purchased Under Agreement to Resell (SPUAR) under the Regular Banking Unit represents the Parent Bank’s overnight  
 placements with the BSP where the underlying securities cannot be sold or repledged.

 *Exclusive of accrued interest receivable as follows
 

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Due from Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 5,579 13,541 5,469 13,477
Due from other banks 0 16 0 0
Interbank loans receivable 405 0 405 0
Securities purchased under agreement to resell 15,696 0 15,696 0

note 8 -  due from bangko sentral ng p il ip inas
This account represents the Group’s demand and time deposits in local and foreign currencies maintained with BSP to meet reserve requirements and to serve  
as clearing account for interbank claims consistent with BSP guidelines.  DBP, as a government financial institution (GFI), maintains BSP as its major depository.

note 9 – interbank loans receivable
This account consists of loans and placements granted to the following banks: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Domestic 0 0 0 0
Foreign 12,132,092 2,274,253 12,132,092 2,274,253
      12,132,092 2,274,253 12,132,092 2,274,253
Accrued interest receivable 405 0 405 0

12,132,497 2,274,253 12,132,497 2,274,253

Interbank loans receivable of the Group carry interest rates at December 31 as follows:

2014 2013
Domestic - -
Foreign currency denominated 0.070% to 0.220% 0.010% to 0.170%

note 10 – financial assets at fair value through profit or loss (fvtpl) 
This account consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Debt securities purchased
Government 3,616,208 376,920 3,616,208 376,920
Private 0 0 0 0

3,616,208 376,920 3,616,208 376,920
Equity securities 52 38 52 38
Derivatives with positive fair value 2,812 1,703 2,812 1,703

3,619,072 378,661 3,619,072 378,661
Accrued interest receivable 6,729 3,147 6,729 3,147

3,625,801 381,808 3,625,801 381,808

The movement of this account is summarized as follows: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
At December 31, 2013 381,808 381,808
Additions 284,240,333 284,240,333
Disposals (280,659,256) (280,659,256)
Fair value adjustments        (349,316)    (349,316)
Exchange differences             8,650     8,650
Net change in accrued interest receivable               3,582      3,582
At December 31, 2014 3,625,801 3,625,801
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The FVTPL of the Group carry interest rates at December 31 as follows:

2014 2013
Peso denominated 0.000%-3.500% 3.625% - 8.000%
Foreign currency denominated 4.200%-6.375% None

note 11 – financial assets available for sale (afs)
This account consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Debt securities: 
Government

Treasury notes 20,623,760 48,989,120 20,623,760 48,989,120
Retail treasury bonds 10,155,612 24,465,296 10,105,362 24,415,046
Treasury bills 0 100,661 0 100,661
Treasury bonds – ROP 6,025,326 12,941,806 6,025,326 12,941,806
Treasury bonds – US 0 2,372,419 0 2,372,419
Other Gov’t Guaranteed Securities – PSALM 4,860,160 876,698 4,860,160 876,698
Purchased on Shore Dollar Bonds 1,463,852 1,429,901 1,463,852 1,429,901
Pertamina Persero PT (PERIJ Bonds) 889,034 0 889,034 0
State Bank of India Bonds 688,384 0 688,384 0
Industrial Credit and Investment Corp. 

467,476 0 467,476 0of India Bank Ltd.
Under Repurchased 7,401,913 4,176,654 7,401,913 4,176,654
Global Peso Note 303,945 292,068 303,945 292,068

52,879,462 95,644,623 52,829,212 95,594,373
Private

Quoted 5,917,214 5,120,890 5,917,214 5,120,880
Unquoted 0 0 0 0

5,917,214 5,120,890 5,917,214 5,120,880
58,796,676 100,765,513 58,746,426 100,715,253

Equity securities:
Government 201,600 201,600 201,000 201,000
Private – Quoted 7,324 127,142 0 119,998
Private – Unquoted 6,716,626 6,681,599 6,716,076 6,681,048

6,925,550 7,010,341 6,917,076 7,002,046

65,722,226 107,775,854 65,663,502 107,717,299
Accrued interest receivable 616,338 1,132,841 616,176 1,132,841
Unearned interest and income (171,919) (187,297) (171,919) (187,297)

66,166,645 108,721,398 66,107,759 108,662,843
Allowance for impairment (274,242) (337,399) (274,242) (337,399)

65,892,403 108,383,999 65,833,517 108,325,444

The Parent Bank’s AFS is carried at inclusive/net of accumulated unrealized gain/(loss) of (P719) million and (P1,691) million as of December 31, 2014 
and 2013, respectively.

The movement in AFS is summarized as follows: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent

At December 31, 2013 108,383,999 108,325,444
Additions 98,094,756 98,094,577
Disposals (129,305,100) (129,305,090)
Fair value adjustments (729,159) (729,159)
Exchange differences (10,114,125) (10,114,125)
Net change in accrued interest receivable (516,503) (516,665)
Net change in allowance for impairment loss 63,157 63,157
Net change in unearned interest and income 15,378 15,378
At December 31, 2014 65,892,403 65,833,517

 
The AFS of the Group carry interest rates at December 31 as follows:

2014 2013
Peso denominated 1.625% - 13.750% 3.250% - 12.500%
Foreign currency denominated 2.000% - 14.000% 2.000% - 10.625%

2014 ANNUAL REPORT Development Bank of the Philippines
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note 12 – financial assets held to maturity (htm)
This account consists of debt securities at amortized cost: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Domestic
Government

Treasury notes 40,558,175 11,710,310 40,558,175 11,710,310
Retail treasury bonds 13,597,732 5,235,286 13,597,732 5,230,005
Treasury bills 8,616 0 0 0
Land Bank bonds 11,151 17,500 11,151 17,500

Private 2,900,000 250,000 2,900,000 250,000
57,075,674 17,213,096 57,067,058 17,207,815

Foreign 11,239,394 10,591,789 11,239,394 10,591,789
68,315,068 27,804,885 68,306,452 27,799,604

Accrued interest receivable 861,905 414,905 861,843 414,869
Unearned interest and income (40,137) (43,695) (40,137) (43,695)

69,136,836 28,176,095 69,128,158 28,170,778

Government securities amounting to P856 million are deposited with BSP as security for trust duties (see Note 34). 

The movement of this account is summarized as follows: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent

At December 31, 2013 P 28,176,095 P 28,170,778
Additions 40,590,122 40,586,787
Maturities (2,371,162) (2,371,162)
Exchange differences 77,329 77,329
Accretion of Premium 2,213,895 2,213,895
Net change in accrued interest receivable 447,000 446,974
Net change in unearned interest and discount 3,557 3,557
At December 31, 2014 P 69,136,836 P 69,128,158

The HTM of the Group carry interest rates at December 31 as follows:

2014 2013
Peso denominated 2.125% - 15.000% 0.4917% - 13.000%
Foreign currency denominated 4.000% - 10.625% 4.000% - 10.625%

Bond Swap 

The Republic of the Philippines (RoP) successfully completed its biggest domestic swap transaction in July 2011 to strengthen the fiscal position of the Republic as short 
and medium term debt swapped for longer-dated securities.  It also reaffirmed the growing investor confidence in long-term investments.  Total issuance  amounted to P 
67.6 billion of 10 year bonds due January 19, 2022 and P 255.8 billion of 20-year due July 19, 2031 in exchange for  P 292.5 billion eligible bonds as approved by the 
Department of Finance.  

The Securities and Exchange Commission has exempted from “tainting” provision of the Philippine Accounting Standard No. 39 (“PAS 39”) the exchange of a not 
insignificant amount of Eligible Bonds for Benchmark Bonds categorized under Held-to-Maturity (“HTM”) category subject to specific conditions.  Exemption from Tainting 
Provision (Item No. 12) of the Terms of the Invitation of the Exchange Offer Memorandum dated July 5, 2011 or the “Invitation” by the Republic of the Philippines provides 
the cited conditions:

a)  Submission of disclosure of the exchange as to the date, amount of the bonds covered and the amount of the total Held to Maturity (HTM) portfolio within ten  
 (10) days from said transaction;

b) Non-recognition of any Day 1 profit / (loss) from the exchange.  Any unrealized gains / (losses) shall be amortized over the term of the new bonds;

c) Exemption from tainting are not extended to exchanges where entities choose to reclassify the exchange bonds as AFS or HFT securities;

d) Preparation of financial statements is not based on prescribed financial reporting framework under PFRS but on given relief from certain requirements of the  
 full PFRS which will be adopted until such time that the ground for its coverage under the tainting rule of PAS 39 is no longer present; and

e) Obtain clearance from Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, as primary regulator for banks.

Similarly, the Monetary Board under Resolution No. 1147 (BSP Circular No. 738 dated July 29, 2011) approved the guidelines on the treatment of securities specifically booked 
under HTM category which exempts from the “tainting” provision for prudential reporting purposes the securities offered and accepted in tender offers pursuant to liability 
management transactions of the Republic of the Philippines provided that the Parent Bank maintains appropriate documentation on such transactions.
 
In July 2011, the Parent Bank participated in bond exchange covering its P 5.15 billion eligible government bonds classified as Held for Trading, Available for Sale and Held 
to Maturity investments to lengthen maturity profile, with maturities ranging from 2012 -2021 to 2031 and to benefit from higher yields.  The Parent Bank complied with the 
disclosure and other requirements of SEC as follows:

a) Total investments portfolio before and after the exchange relatively remained the same with total trading gain of P141.59 million.  The gain on exchange for HFT and AFS  
 accounts of P103.77 million was realized while gain for HTM of P37.82 million was deferred and is being amortized over the terms of the new bonds with maturities of 2022  
 and 2031; and

b) As disclosed in Note 2, the financial statements of the Parent Bank have been prepared in accordance with BSP Circular No. 738 s. 2011 and the SEC letter dated June 28, 2011.
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note 13 – loans and receivables
This account consists of: (In thousand pesos) 

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Loans and discounts 140,244,657 125,853,445 139,042,625 124,933,489
Unquoted debt securities classified as loan (UDSCL) 39,122,788 36,389,520 39,122,788 36,389,520
Customers’ liabilities under letters of

credit/trust receipts 7,514,410 2,797,283 7,514,410 2,797,283
Bills purchased 19,870 7,503 19,870 7,503

186,901,725 165,047,751 185,699,693 164,127,795
Accounts receivable (AR) – advances on loans 11,645 7,747 11,645 7,747
Sales contract receivables (SCR) 44,522 73,759 44,504 73,740

186,957,892 165,129,257 185,755,842 164,209,282
Accrued interest receivable 1,055,395 824,491 1,054,007 822,823

188,013,287 165,953,748 186,809,849 165,032,105
Unearned discount/income (265,063) (63,562) (13,345) (63,562)
Discount (250,982) (303,375) (250,982) (303,375)
Allowance for impairment and credit losses (6,237,973) (5,996,557) (5,700,527) (5,675,960)

181,259,269 159,590,254 180,844,995 158,989,208

The Group’s Loans and Discounts include Finance lease receivable.

The Parent Bank’s total loans (excluding UDSCL) classified as to type of interest rate as of December 31, 2014 and 2013 are P 83,223 million and P 89,525 million (variable 
interest rates) and P 63,354 million and P 38,214 million (fixed interest rates), respectively.  Loans and other receivables bear annual interest rates of 0 per cent to 30 per 
cent per annum both in 2014 and 0 per cent to 24 per cent 2013 in the Parent Bank’s financial statements.

The Parent Bank’s finance lease receivables pertain to finance lease on Department of Foreign Affairs. The details as of December 31, 2014 are as follows:
Group Parent

Total future minimum lease payments 1,444,400 611,923
Unearned finance income    (486,565) (249,969)
Present value of future minimum lease payments             957,835 361,954

Details of future minimum lease payments follow:
Group Parent

Not later than one year 192,816 61,707
Later than one year but not later than five years 681,527 246,826
Later than five years 570,057 303,390

1,444,400 611,923
Unearned finance income (486,565) (249,969)

957,835 361,954

Non-performing loans included in the total loan portfolio of the Group and the Parent Bank as of December 31, 2014 and 2013 are presented below as net of specific 
allowance for impairment in compliance with BSP Circular 772 (supersedes BSP Circular 351):

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Non-Performing Loans (NPL)
Gross NPL P 5,534,697 P 5,660,313 P 5,514,109 P 5,639,215
Less: Allowance for impairment loss (3,413,025) (3,202,214) (3,411,739) (3,181,116)
Net NPL P 2,121,672 P 2,458,099 P 2,102,370 P 2,458,099

NPL Rates
Gross NPL 3.33% 4.34% 3.34% 4.35%
Net NPL 1.28% 1.88% 1.27% 1.90%

The wholesale lending portfolio for both December 31, 2014 and 2013 represents 2 per cent of the Parent Bank’s total loan portfolio. These loans pertain to the conduit lending 
granted to 55 accredited financial institutions for various developmental projects with longer gestation periods payable at determinable amounts and fixed maturity dates. The risks 
associated to the loans are secured by a Deed of Assignment of the mortgaged collaterals executed by all the participating financial institutions.

Details of the loans and receivables as to industry/economic sector at December 31 are as follows: (In per cent)

2014
Group Parent

Financial and insurance activities 12.24 12.32
Electricity, gas, steam and water 20.67 20.76
Manufacturing 8.93 8.98
Real estate activities 10.75 10.27
Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles 16.94 17.05
Transportation and storage 12.76 12.84
Public administration and defense 7.87 7.89
Education, health and community services 3.56 3.58
Others 6.28 6.31

100.00 100.00

2014 ANNUAL REPORT Development Bank of the Philippines
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 The Parent Bank’s classification of loans as to security exclusive of AR – advances on loans, SCR and AIR is as follows:  (In thousand pesos)

2014 2013
Secured:

Retail 69,837,012 100% 59,997,947 100%
Wholesale 0  0% 60,931  0%

69,837,012 38% 100% 60,058,878 37% 100%
Unsecured:

Retail 112,735,709 97% 101,012,257 97%
Wholesale 3,126,972 3% 3,056,660 3%

115,862,681 62% 100% 104,068,917 63% 100%
185,699,693 100% 164,127,795 100%

note 14 -  bank premises (including leasehold improvements),
    furniture, fixtures and equipment  
This account represents the book value of the following assets: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Land 747,264 748,480 747,264 748,480
Construction in progress 29,502 34,186 29,502 34,186
Building 640,446 681,089 640,445 681,089
Leasehold improvements 86,384 134,504 83,640 130,181
Computer equipment 221,304 167,289 218,067 163,217
Office equipment, furniture and fixtures 197,854 226,200 192,867 219,462
Transportation equipment 101,491 99,866 99,412 100,072
Total 2,024,245 2,091,614 2,011,197 2,076,687

Broken down as follows (In thousand pesos):

Group

Land
Construction 
in Progress Building

Leasehold 
Improvement

Computer 
Equipment

Office 
Machine, 

Furniture and 
Fixtures

Transportation
Equipment Total

At January 1, 2014
Cost 748,480 34,186 1,160,164 171,286 720,680 665,500 597,287 4,097,583
Intracompany transactions 0 0 0 0 0 0 (280) (280)
Accumulated depreciation 0 0 (473,040) (36,782) (553,391) (439,300) (497,141) (1,999,654)
Allowance for impairment 0 0 (6,035) 0 0 0 0 (6,035)
Prior year’s adj.- Cost 0 0 0 1,406 0 0 0 1,406
Prior year’s adj.- Acc. Dep. 0 0 0 (1,406) 0 0 0 (1,406)
Net book amount 748,480 34,186 681,089 134,503 167,289 226,200 99,866 2,091,614

Year ended December 2014
Opening net book amount 748,480 34,186 681,089 134,504 167,289 226,200 99,866 2,091,614
Additions 1,122 4,564 8,496 7,058 125,222 52,685 22,967 222,114
Disposals (2,338) (771) (2,659) 0 (59,773) (28,092) (4,047) (97,680)
Depreciation/Amortization 0 0 (45,717) (20,126) (51,656) (48,937) (18,222) (184,658)
Adjustments – cost 0 (8,228) (230) (39,635) (5,756) (32,453) (511) (86,813)
Adjustments -  accumulated

depreciation 0 (249) (214) 4,583 45,978 28,451 1,438 79,987
Allowance for probable loss 0 0 (319) 0 0 0 0 (319)
Closing net book amount 747,264 29,502 640,446 86,384 221,304 197,854 101,491 2,024,245

At December 31, 2014
Cost 747,264 29,751 1,165,771 140,115 780,373 657,640 615,416 4,136,330
Accumulated depreciation 0 (249) (518,971) (53,731) (559,069) (459,786) (513,925) (2,105,731)
Allowance for impairment 0 0 (6,354) 0 0 0 0 (6,354)
Net book amount 747,264 29,502 640,446 86,384 221,304 197,854 101,491 2,024,245
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Parent

Land
Construction 
in Progress Building

Leasehold 
Improvement

Computer 
Equipment

Office 
Machine, 
Furniture 

and 
Fixtures

Transportation 
Equipment Total

At January 1, 2014
Cost 748,480 34,186 1,160,164 157,585 708,362 644,856 596,544 4,050,177
Accumulated depreciation 0 0 (473,040) (27,404) (545,145) (425,394) (496,472) (1,967,455)
Allowance for impairment 0 0 (6,035) 0 0 0 0 (6,035)
Net book amount 748,480 34,186 681,089 130,181 163,217 219,462 100,072 2,076,687

Year ended December 2014
Opening net book amount 748,480 34,186 681,089 130,181 163,217 219,462 100,072 2,076,687
Additions 1,122 4,564 8,496 7,058 124,249 51,883 20,495 217,867
Disposals (2,338) (771) (2,659) 0 (59,715) (27,610) (4,048) (97,141)
Depreciation/Amortization 0 0 (45,717) (18,548) (50,233) (46,457) (18,034) (178,989)
Adjustments – cost 0 (8,228) (230) (39,635) (5,764) (32,448) (511) (86,816)
Adjustments -  accumulated 0 (249) (215) 4,584 46,313 28,037 1,438 79,908

depreciation
Allowance for probable loss 0 0 (319) 0 0 0 0 (319)
Closing net book amount 747,264 29,502 640,445 83,640 218,067 192,867 99,412 2,011,197

At December 31, 2014
Cost 747,264 29,751 1,165,771 125,008 767,132 636,681 612,480 4,084,087
Accumulated depreciation 0 (249) (518,972) (41,368) (549,065) (443,814) (513,068) (2,006,536)
Allowance for impairment 0 0 (6,354) 0 0 0 0 (6,354)
Net book amount 747,264 29,502 640,445 83,640 218,067 192,867 99,412 2,011,197

        
The appraised value of the Parent Bank’s Land, Building and Improvements amounted to P5.401 billion.

note 15 – investment property
The movement is summarized as follows: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent

At December 31, 2013
Cost 1,174,309 1,174,309
Accumulated Depreciation (80,860) (80,860)
Allowance for Impairment (59,092) (59,092)
Net book amount 1,034,357 1,034,357

Year ended December 2014
Opening net book amount 1,034,357 1,034,357
Additions/Transfers 365,815 365,815
Reclass to NCAHFS/Others (12,001) (12,001)
Disposals (49,485) (49,485)
Depreciation (13,474) (13,474)
Provision for impairment (17,086) (17,086)
Closing net book amount 1,308,126 1,308,126

At December 31, 2014
Cost 1,478,638 1,478,638
Accumulated Depreciation (94,334) (94,334)
Allowance for Impairment (76,178) (76,178)
Net book amount 1,308,126 1,308,126

Fair value of the account is estimated at P2,273 million both for the Group and the Parent Bank.

note 16 – equity investment in subsidiaries
This account consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Parent
2014 2013

Investments in subsidiaries 
Acquisition cost:

Al-Amanah Islamic Investment 1,005,000 1,005,000
Bank of the Philippines

DBP Leasing Corporation 1,012,000 732,000
DBP Management Corporation 37,500 37,500
DBP Data Center, Inc. 1,530 1,530

2,056,030 1,776,030
Allowance for impairment (507,800) (297,000)

1,548,230 1,479,030

2014 ANNUAL REPORT Development Bank of the Philippines
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note 17 – equity investment in associates and joint venture
This account consists of investments in share of stocks as follows: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Associates:
LGU Guarantee Corporation (36.75% owned) 216,648 194,639 105,908 105,908
DBP Daiwa Securities (26.47% owned) 94,971 140,647 0 45,675
DBP Service Corporation  (29.46% owned) 39,457 35,600 856 856

351,076 370,886 106,764 152,439
Joint Venture:

DBP Insurance Brokerage, Inc. (40% owned) 5,389 7,373 4,000 4,000
DBP Daiwa Securities (26.47% owned) 46,839 0 45,675 0

52,228 7,373 49,675 4,000
403,304 378,259 156,439 156,439

Allowance for impairment loss (1,172) 0 (1,172) 0
402,132 378,259 155,267 156,439

The following tables present financial information of associates and joint venture as of and for the years ended: (In thousand pesos)

2014
Statement of financial position Statement of profit or loss

Total 
Assets

Total 
Liabilities

Gross 
Income

Net Income/
(Loss)

LGU Guarantee Corporation 648,103 125,302 71,854 25,646
DBP Daiwa Securities 1,025,218 445,205 131,104 17,688
DBP Service Corporation  654,290 359,341 1,146,441 20,634
DBP Insurance Brokerage, Inc. 112,335 94,757 20,893 3,918

 
       

2013
Statement of financial position Statement of profit or loss

Total 
Assets

Total 
Liabilities

Gross 
Income

Net Income/
(Loss)

LGU Guarantee Corporation 657,726 156,908 119,679 83,623
DBP Daiwa Securities 958,723 316,998 215,908 84,513
DBP Service Corporation 640,160 361,649 1,141,250 23,004
DBP Insurance Brokerage, Inc. 69,523 55,863 16,730 (1,000)
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note 18 - allowance for impairment and credit losses
Changes in the allowance for impairment and credit losses follow: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Balance at beginning of year
AFS investments (Note 11) 337,399 337,399 337,399 337,399
Loans and receivables (Note 13) 5,996,557 5,495,840 5,675,960 5,441,891
Property, plant and equipment (Note 14) 6,035 6,035
Investment property (Note 15) 59,092 7,693 59,092 7,693
Investment in subsidiaries (Note 16) 0 0 297,000 37,614
NCAHFS 198,221 240,811 198,221 240,811
Others  (Note 19) 303,493 242,530 215,913 226,353

6,900,794 6,324,273 6,789,620 6,291,761
Provision for/reversal of impairment and credit losses

Loans and receivables (Note 13) 569,494 481,228 563,065 473,967
Others (Note 19) 39,624 72,723 36 (60)

609,118 553,951 563,101 473,907
Charges against reserves
Write-off:

Loans and receivables (Note 13) (481) (3,727) (481) (3,728)
Others  (Note 19) (11,080) (41) (11,080) (40)

(11,561) (3,768) (11,561) (3,768)
Foreclosures:

Loans and receivables (Note 13) (145,465) 0 (145,465) 0
(146,465) 0 (146,465) 0

Realized loss on NPAs sold during the year
Investment property (Note 15) (53) (53) 0
NCAHFS (6,771) (2,078) (6,771) (2,078)
Others  (Note 19) 0 (91) 0 (91)

(6,824) (2,169) (6,824) (2,169)
Revaluation:

Loans and receivables (Note 13) 1,390 17,250 1,390 17,250
Others  (Note 19) (70) 409 (70) 409

1,320 17,659 1,320 17,659
Other transactions

AFS investments (Note 11) (63,157) 0 (63,157) 0
Loans and receivables (Note 13) (183,522) 5,966 (393,942) (253,420)
Property, plant and equipment (Note 14) 319 6,035 319 6,035
Investment property (Note 15) 17,139 51,399 17,139 51,399
Investment in subsidiaries (Note 16) 0 0 210,800 259,386
Investment in associates and 1,172 0 1,172 0

joint venture (Note 17)
NCAHFS (27,459) (40,512) (27,459) (40,512)
Others  (Note 19) (2,931) (12,037) 105,215 (10,658)

(258,439) 10,851 (149,913) 12,230
Balance at end of year

AFS investments (Note 11) 274,242 337,399 274,242 337,399
Loans and receivables (Note 13) 6,237,973 5,996,557 5,700,527 5,675,960
Property, plant and equipment (Note 14) 6,354 6,035 6,354 6,035
Investment property (Note 15) 76,178 59,092 76,178 59,092
Investment in subsidiaries (Note 16) 0 0 507,800 297,000
Investment in associates and 1,172 0 1,172 0

joint venture (Note 17)
NCAHFS 163,991 198,221 163,991 198,221
Others  (Note 19) 329,036 303,493 310,014 215,913

7,088,946 6,900,794 7,040,278 6,789,620

note 19 - other resources
This account consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Deferred tax assets (Note 20) 2,998,308 2,872,955 2,998,308 2,872,955
Accounts  receivable* (6,476,600) 1,200,721 (6,529,619) 1,183,674
Prepaid expenses 965,196 810,594 962,719 803,272
Goodwill 387,650 387,650 0 0
Other intangible assets** 273,846 257,900 272,955 256,485
ROPA 241,372 33,623 241,055 33,306
Inter-office float items 527,556 (109,368) 527,488 (109,450)
Employee benefits 203,958 203,958 203,958 203,958
Misc. assets – Finance Lease 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000
Dividends and interest receivable 319 124,720 319 124,720
Misc. assets - Creditable Withholding Tax (CWT)/ 

Expanded Withholding Tax (EWT)/Gross Receipts Tax (GRT) 1,037,963 727,880 1,033,611 724,095
Misc. assets-Installment Receivable 4,301 5,384 4,301 5,384
Miscellaneous 1,105,970 1,109,773 764,538 547,876

1,369,839 7,725,790 579,633 6,746,275
Accumulated depreciation (228,835) (89,448) (75,084) (25,126)
Allowance for impairment (329,036) (303,493) (310,014) (215,913)

811,968 7,332,849 194,535 6,505,236
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 *  Accounts Receivable was inclusive of the P7,859,545 thousand net FX revaluation gain which was credited to Accounts Receivable Others-NG FX Differential in  
  view of the implementation of BSP MB Resolution 393 dated March 6, 2014.

 ** Miscellaneous assets – intangibles are software costs accounted for as follow:

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Balance at beginning of year 257,900 160,214 256,485 158,295
Additions/Disposal 109,367 179,936 109,330 179,879
Amortization (93,421) (82,250) (92,860) (81,689)
Balance at end of year 273,846 257,900 272,955 256,485

note 20 – deferred tax assets
Components of the deferred tax assets are as follows: (In thousand pesos)

2014 2013
Deferred tax assets on:

Allowance for impairment 1,852,227 1,668,724
Rent expense 5,740 4,972
Net operating loss carry over (NOLCO) 855,345 866,737
Gratuity pay 221,423 221,423
Trading loss/(gain) revaluation 2,044 3,426
Unrealized foreign exchange loss/(gain) – net        10,204        37,248
Others 51,325 70,425

Net deferred tax assets 2,998,308 2,872,955

note 21- deposit liabilities
This account consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Demand 69,613,941 51,223,717 69,551,714 51,140,848
Savings 131,913,844 134,586,367 131,797,007 134,483,081
Time 92,155,567 65,477,508 92,183,107 65,459,436

293,683,352 251,287,592 293,531,828 251,083,365

The total liquidity and statutory reserves as reported to BSP of the Parent Bank as of December 31, 2014 and 2013 are as follows (In thousand pesos):
2014 2013

Rate Amount Rate Amount

Statutory/Legal Reserve on Deposits 20% 50,871,189 18% 39,754,686
Available Reserves 51,394,909 39,773,765
Excess 523,720 19,079

Liquidity Floor Requirement on Government Funds 30% 50,691,219 32% 37,667,789
Available Reserves 136,906,548 157,009,130
Excess 86,215,329 119,341,341

note 22 – bills payable
The Group and Parent Bank’s bills payable consists of the following (In thousand pesos) 

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Domestic 3,582,048 2,291,898 3,314,900 1,980,013
Foreign:

  -  with FX risk cover 53,882,953 61,796,203 53,882,953 61,796,203
  -  without FX risk cover 27,995,166 35,654,764 27,995,166 35,654,764

81,878,119 97,450,967 81,878,119 97,450,967
85,460,167 99,742,865 85,193,019 99,430,980

Maturities:
Within one year 29,028,645 40,526,554 29,028,645 40,526,554
Beyond one year 56,431,522 59,216,311 56,164,374 58,904,426

85,460,167 99,742,865 85,193,019 99,430,980

The 2014 year-end balances of foreign borrowings were revalued using the month-end PDS rate in accordance with PAS 21.  The total amount of Bills Payable resulting from 
repurchase agreement amounted to P 6.59 billion with collateral securities under the Available for Sale Securities which amounted to P 7.40 billion.
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Other information about bills payable as of December 31, 2014, are as follows:

Bills Payable
Wholesale Retail

a.  Maturities
Maximum

Domestic 9.75 years 25 years
Foreign 40 years 40 years

Average
Domestic  1.75 years 59.61 years
Foreign 37.22 years 30.76 years

b.  Average rate (interest rate to funders)
Domestic 2.20% 28.44%
Foreign 1.31% 1.47%

c.  Balance (In thousand pesos)
Maximum month-end balance 24,429,082 45,545,538
Average monthly balance 19,151,035 43,152,297

note 23 – bonds payable
The Parent Bank issued 5.5 per cent US$ 300.00 million notes due on March 25, 2021 as approved by the Monetary Board of Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas. The Notes are direct, 
unconditional, unsubordinated and unsecured obligations of the Bank and are ranked pari passu among themselves and at least pari passu with all other present and future 
unsecured and unsubordinated obligations of the Bank, save for such as may be preferred by mandatory provisions of applicable law.   Interest is payable semi - annual every March 
25 and September 25.   The Bank may, at its option, redeem all, but not less than all, of the Notes at any time at par plus accrued interest, in the event of certain tax changes and 
each holder of the Notes shall have the right, at its option to require DBP to repurchase all of its notes at a redemption price equal to 101.0 per cent of their principal amount plus 
accrued and unpaid interest, if any, to the date of repurchase.

note 24 – unsecured subordinated debt/other equity instrument – hybrid tier 1
The following capital note issuances are in line with DBP’s objective of strengthening its capital base as it supports its various developmental lending activities.

a. Unsecured Subordinated Debt

 On March 22, 2012, the Parent Bank issued P 5.65 billion worth of fixed rate Unsecured Subordinated Debt eligible as Tier 2 capital to strengthen its capital  
 base and support its various developmental lending activities.  The notes will mature in September 2022 or a tenor of ten and a half years.  The capital notes are  
 subject to optional redemption in 2017 and has no step-up feature.  

  The Parent Bank was able to successfully raise a total of P10.00 billion from the sale of the first-ever Basel 3 Compliant Unsecured Subordinated Debt eligible  
 as Tier 2 Capital last 20 November 2013.  The capital note has a 10 year tenor with a call option on the 5th year and was priced at a coupon rate of 4.875% per  
 annum payable quarterly.  

b. Other equity instrument – Hybrid Tier 1

 On September 8, 2006, the Parent Bank issued HT1 Capital Securities representing US$130 million, 8.375 per cent non-cumulative step-up callable perpetual  
 securities. These were issued pursuant to a trust deed dated 15 September 2006 between the Parent Bank and the Bank of New York (Trustee) with a liquidation  
 preference of US$1,000 per capital security. Proceeds of the issuance were received on September 15, 2006. The Parent Bank has received approval in-principle  
 from the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited (SGX-ST) for the listing and quotation of the HT1 Capital Securities on the SGX-ST in a minimum board  
 lot size of US$200,000. Further, the HT1 Capital Securities are governed by the English law, except on certain conditions and clause 7 in the Trust Deed, which  
 are governed by the Philippine law. The BSP has approved up to US$130 million issuance of the HT1 Capital Securities which are eligible to qualify as Tier 1  
 Capital of the Parent Bank subject to the limitation based on BSP Circular No. 503 issued on December 22, 2005.

 Basic features of the HT1 Capital Securities follow:

 • Interest at 8.375 per cent per annum payable semi-annually in arrear from 15 September 2006 to 15 September 2016 (The First Optional Redemption  
  Date), and thereafter at a rate, reset and payable quarterly in arrear, of 4.878 per cent per annum above the then prevailing London interbank offered rate  
  for three-month U.S. dollar deposits. The BOD of the Parent Bank may, in its absolute discretion, elect not to make any payment in whole or in part if it  
  has not paid or declared a dividend on its Common Shares in the preceding financial year or determines that no dividend is to be paid on its Common  
  Shares in the current financial year.

 • Interest payable on 15 March and 15 September in each year, commencing on 15 March 2007 (in respect of the period from (and including) 
  15 September 2006 to (but excluding) 15 September 2016 and (subject to adjustment for days which are not business days) on 15 March, 15 June, 15  
  September and 15 December in each year thereafter.

 • Redemption at the option of the Parent Bank (but not the holders) under optional redemption, tax event call, and regulatory event call, subject to the  
  limitation as discussed in the offering circular.
 
 • Rights and claims of the holders are subordinated to the claims of senior creditors. In the event of the dissolution or winding-up of the Parent Bank, 
  holders will, subject to certain limitations and applicable law, be entitled to receive the liquidation distribution which is equivalent to the liquidation  
  preference plus accrued interest.

The securities are not deposits of the Parent Bank and are not guaranteed or insured by the Parent Bank or any party related to the Parent Bank or the Philippine Deposit 
Insurance Corporation and these may not be used as collateral for any loan made by the Parent Bank or any of its subsidiaries or affiliates.

The Parent Bank or any of its subsidiaries may not at any time purchase HT1 Capital Securities except as permitted under optional redemption, tax event call, and 
regulatory event call as described in the terms of issuance.
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The HT1 Capital Securities are sold to non-U.S. persons outside the United States pursuant to Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and are 
represented by a Global Certificate registered in the name of a nominee of, and deposited with, a common depositary for Euroclear and Clearstream. 

The Parent Bank classifies the HT1 Capital Securities under capital funds as other equity instrument in accordance with BSP Circular No. 503 dated December 22, 2005 
amounting to P6.525 billion at issuance date.  Hence, the interests paid out are recognized as dividends or debited directly to capital funds.  However, they are presented 
separately in the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income since its holders are being treated as non-owners. Also, various costs in issuing or acquiring 
the securities are accounted for as a deduction from equity to the extent they are incremental costs directly attributable to the equity transaction.

note 25 - deferred credits and other liabilities
This account consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Accounts payable 1,173,471 1,020,169 1,128,963 1,021,663
Miscellaneous liability – MRT bonds/Preferred shares 1,117,537 79,421 1,117,537 79,421
Withholding  taxes payable 98,317 85,552 97,366 84,052
Unearned income/deferred credits 1,321,912 1,853,810 1,321,873 1,597,636
Derivatives with negative fair value 126,470 39,587 126,470 39,587
Miscellaneous liability – lawsuits 146,113 191,505 146,113 191,505
Cash letters of credit 9,016,128 386,873 9,016,128 386,873
Outstanding acceptances 0 19,368 0 19,368
Due to Treasury of the Philippines 17,964 17,822 17,298 16,870
Other miscellaneous liabilities 421,631 370,899 319,571 300,939

13,439,543 4,065,006 13,291,319 3,737,914

Miscellaneous liability – MRT Bonds

Under the Trust Deed – Terms and Conditions of the Notes on Tranche 3 Notes, “unless previously redeemed and cancelled, the issuer will make a monthly payment on 
Tranche 3 Notes to the extent of Share Distributions received by the issuer and deposited into the Collection Account in the corresponding month and available therefore 
in accordance with Condition 2 (2), on each Payment Date commencing with the Payment Date on which the Tranche 2-G Notes are paid in full until the Tranche 3 Accreted 
Value has been reduced to zero.

The issuer will redeem any outstanding Tranche Note 3 at the Tranche 3 Accreted Value on Legal Final Maturity Date thereof.”

As of December 31, 2014, the Parent Bank’s total outstanding investment in MRTC bonds amounted to US$ 366.540 million or P 16.39 billion with face value of US$ 632.858 
million.  Starting September 2014, after the maturity of Tranche 2-G on August 7, 2014, the Parent Bank has been receiving monthly payment on Tranche 3 Notes as stipulated 
in the above condition.  The Parent Bank already received US$ 19.24 million equivalent to P 860.45 million.  At the same time, the account statements from our custodian bank, 
Clearstream (Cedel), also reflected the same face value of US$ 632.858 million.

The Group recognized provisions for lawsuits with court decisions that are final and executory and those with probability that the Bank will be finally held liable for the claim of the 
plaintiff within one or two years from reporting date.

Other miscellaneous liabilities include mainly special funds, finance lease, GSIS/Medicare/Employee Compensation Premium/Pag-ibig, stale manager’s checks/demand drafts, 
domestic bills for clearing and COA disallowance.

note 26 – capital stock
Capital stock consists of the following: 

2014 2013
Common shares, P100 par value 

Authorized, 350,000,000 shares
Issued and outstanding,

Number of shares 125,000,000 125,000,000
Amount (In thousands pesos) P12,500,000 P12,500,000

note 27 – retained earnings reserves
This account consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Reserve for trust business 121,445 121,876 121,445 121,876
Reserve for contingencies 35,199 35,199 35,199 35,199
Other surplus reserves

Loans – Japan Exim Special Facility 4,937 4,937 4,937 4,937
Fund – Japan Training & Technical Assistance 66,027 66,027 66,027 66,027
Expense – Japan Exim Special Facility 46 46 46 46
Appropriated General Reserves Fund for the

proposed increase in capitalization - DBP MC 20,000 20,000 0 0
91,010 91,010 71,010 71,010

247,654 248,085 227,654 228,085

In accordance with BSP regulations, reserves for trust business represents accumulated appropriation of surplus computed based on 10 per cent of the yearly net 
income realized by the Parent Bank from its trust operations.
 
Reserves for contingencies includes P35.2 million set aside for possible losses on defalcation by and other unlawful acts of the Parent Bank’s personnel or third parties.
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note 28 –  ACCUMULATED OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
This account consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Coupon payment of Hybrid Tier 1
At January 1 (3,496,557) (3,037,241) (3.496.557) (3,037,241)
Coupon payment of HT 1 for the year (481,554) (459,316) (481,554) (459,316)
At December 31 (3,978,111) (3,496,557) (3,978,111) (3,496,557)

Revaluation of Hybrid Tier 1
At January 1 (833,063) (1,267,913) (833,063) (1,267,913)
Revaluation of HT 1 for the year 42,250 434,850 42,250 434,850
At December 31 (790,813) (833,063) (790,813) (833,063)

Transaction costs of Hybrid Tier 1
At January 1 79,427 79,427 79,427 79,427
Transaction costs of HT 1 for the year 0 0 0 0
At December 31 79,427 79,427 79,427 79,427

Net unrealized gain/(loss) on securities
At January 1 (1,687,312) 2,596,436 (1,690,686) 2,592,747
Net unrealized gain/(loss) on securities for the year 971,940 (4,283,748) 971,761 (4,283,433)
At December 31 (715,372) (1,687,312) (718,925) (1,690,686)

Revaluation increment
At January 1 (5,238) (5,238) 0 0
Revaluation increment for the year 0 0 0 0
At December 31 (5,238) (5,238) 0 0

Translation adjustments
At January 1 (1,465) (1,710) 0 0
Currency translation difference for the year 38 245 0 0
At December 31 (1,427) (1,465) 0 0

(5,411,534) (5,944,208) (5,408,422) (5,940,879)

note 29 – miscellaneous income
This account consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Rental / lease income 70,230 75,780 20,832 21,641
Gain from sale / derecognition of non-financial assets 373,323 118,088 373,323 118,088
Recovery on charged-off assets 208,065 95,297 208,066 95,297
Additional interest and penalty charges 16,679 53,665 16,679 53,665
Share in net income – equity investment 51,626 59,326 0 0
Income from Trust (4,311) 22,329 (4,311) 22,329
Interest income – SCR 2,969 17,273 2,969 17,273
Income from assets sold/exchanged 20,104 0 0 0
Income from assets acquired 439 685 0 0
Miscellaneous income 28,618 308,808 23,519 287,674

767,742 751,251 641,077 615,967

note 30 – other operating expenses
This account consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Insurance 634,691 476,188 625,900 466,894
Depreciation and amortization 364,237 373,447 338,093 342,530
Security, clerical, messengerial and janitorial 229,435 216,820 222,605 209,646
Utilities 211,213 205,097 205,559 198,603
Management and other professional fees 132,012 122,877 127,872 118,833
Fees and commissions / Supervision 202,828 174,709 202,374 174,236
Information technology 193,350 155,348 193,209 155,205
Repairs and maintenance 81,067 91,696 78,050 67,473
Representation and entertainment 10,465 13,454 10,027 10,278
Fuel and lubricants / Traveling 69,470 62,375 67,340 60,423
Stationery and supplies 58,607 58,752 57,226 57,371
Miscellaneous expense 223,687 277,230 304,569 338,920

2,411,062 2,227,993 2,432,824 2,200,412
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note 31 – income and other taxes
Under Philippine tax laws, the Group is subject to percentage and other taxes (presented as Taxes and Licenses in the statements of profit or loss) as well as income taxes. 
Percentage and other taxes paid consist principally of gross receipts tax or GRT and documentary stamp taxes. 

Income taxes include corporate income tax and final taxes paid at the rate of 20 per cent which is a final withholding tax on gross interest income from government securities 
and other deposit substitutes. These income taxes, as well as the deferred tax benefits and provisions are presented as Provision for income tax in the statements of profit or loss.

Republic Act No. 9337, An Act Amending National Internal Revenue Code, provides Regular Corporate Income Tax (RCIT) at 35 per cent until December 31, 2008. 
On January 31, 2009, the RCIT rate was 30 per cent and interest expense allowed as deductible expense was reduced by 33 per cent on interest income subject to final tax.

The regulations also provide for minimum corporate income tax (MCIT) of 2 per cent on modified gross income and allow a NOLCO. The MCIT and NOLCO may be applied 
against the Group’s income tax liability and taxable income respectively, over a three-year period from the year of inception.

Provision for income tax consists of: (In thousand pesos)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Current
Final taxes 1,160,014 1,335,843 1,159,928 1,335,677
RCIT 1,023 3,186 0 0
MCIT 38,171 1,418 38,171 1,418

1,199,208 1,340,447 1,198,099 1,337,095
Deferred (Note 21) (125,353) (658,767) (125,353) (658,767)

1,073,855 681,680 1,072,746 678,328
 
A reconciliation between the provision for corporate income tax at statutory tax rate and the actual provision for corporate income tax as of December 31 of the Parent Bank 
is as follows: (In thousand pesos except for rates)

2014 2013
Amount Rate Amount Rate

 (%) (%)

Statutory income tax 1,701,966 30.00 1,788,040 30.00
Effect on items not subject to statutory tax rate:
Income subjected to lower tax rates   (1,237,259) (21.81)   (1,557,932) (26.14)
Tax-exempt income  (742,272) (13.08)  (834,884) (14.01)
Non-deductible expenses    173,337 3.05    149,629 2.51
Others   1,176,974  20.75  1,133,475  19.02

Tax expense/(benefits)   1,072,746 18.91    678,328 11.38

The details of the Parent Bank’s NOLCO and MCIT are as follows: (In thousand pesos)

Inception Year Amount Used/Expired Balance Expiry Year

NOLCO
2011 411,986 411,986 0 2014
2012 949,191 0 949,191 2015
2013 1,527,947 0 1,527,947 2016
2014 429,184 0 429,184 2017

3,318,308 411,986 2,906,322
MCIT

2011 18,919 18,919 0 2014
2012 11,953 0 11,953 2015
2013 1,418 0 1,418 2016
2014 38,171 0 38,171 2017

70,461 18,919 51,542

note 32 – related party transactions
In the ordinary course of business, the Parent Bank has loan, deposits and other transactions with its related parties and with certain directors, officers and related interests (DOSRI).

Under existing policies of the Parent Bank, these loans are made substantially on the same terms as loans granted to other individuals and businesses of comparable risks. The 
General Banking Act and BSP regulations limit the amount of the loans granted by a Parent Bank to a single borrower to 25 per cent of capital funds. The amount of individual loans 
to DOSRI, of which 70 per cent must be secured, should not exceed the amount of the deposit and book value of their investment in the Parent Bank. In the aggregate, loans to 
DOSRI generally should not exceed the total capital funds or 15 per cent of the total loan portfolio of the Parent Bank, whichever is lower. 

The following additional information relates to the DOSRI loans of the Parent Bank: (in thousand pesos)

2014 2013

Total DOSRI loans 44,137,065 36,607,864
Unsecured DOSRI loans 183,999 1,278,056
 Per cent of DOSRI loans to total loan portfolio 21.58 22.00
 Per cent of Unsecured DOSRI loans to total DOSRI loans 0.42 3.49
 Per cent of past due DOSRI loans to total DOSRI loans 0 0
 Per cent of non-performing DOSRI loans to total DOSRI loans 0 0
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The remuneration of directors and members of key management are estimated as follows: (In millions)

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

a) Short-term employee benefits 138.20 82.01 133.54 75.77
b) Post employment benefits 62.41 32.69 62.41 32.50

200.61 114.70 195.95 108.27

note 33 – commitments and contingent liabilities
In the normal course of the Group’s operations, there are various lawsuits filed against the Group, outstanding commitments and contingent liabilities, such as 
guarantees, commitments to extend credit, forward exchange contracts, interest rate swaps and similar arrangements which are not reflected in the accompanying 
financial statements. No material losses are anticipated as a result of these transactions. 

The Parent Bank’s aggregate contingent liabilities are as follows: (In thousand pesos)

2014 2013

Loan Commitments 16,342,393 8,102,534
Credit Lines Available 20,945,741 6,484,697
Unused commercial letters of credit 13,934,653 3,536,183
Other Derivatives – Swap/Cross Currency/

Outright Forward Bought/Sold 10,048,076 2,663,700
Outstanding guarantees issued 92,781 647,781
Spot exchange bought/sold 380,120 1,217,319
Inward bills for collection 112,583 2,551
Outward bills for collection 98 220
Others 121,080 114,475

61,977,525 22,769,460

note 34 – trust funds
The Parent Bank is authorized under its charter to perform trust and fiduciary activities thru the Trust Banking Group.  Trust Funds are managed, accounted and reported individually 
in accordance with regulatory policies and investment agreements with Trustors.  Trust assets as of December 31, 2014 of P37.77 billion registered 41 per cent decrease from the 
P64.28 billion portfolio reported same period last year.  These are off-books transactions and therefore not included in the Parent Bank’s financial statements.

Gross income for the year ended December 31, 2014 reached P85.83 million, while operating expenses and gross receipts tax aggregated P90.15 million.  Trust operations for the 
year resulted in a net loss of P4.31 million, which is included in the Parent Bank’s financial statements.

note 35 – foreign currency deposit unit
The Parent Bank has been authorized by BSP to operate an Expanded Foreign Currency Deposit Unit (EFCDU) since August 1995.  

Income derived under the expanded foreign currency deposit system is exempted from all taxes.  Covered under this are foreign currency transactions with non-residents, 
offshore banking units in the Philippines, local commercial banks including branches of foreign banks that may be authorized by the BSP to transact business with foreign 
currency deposit units and other depository banks under the expanded foreign currency deposit system.

Interest income from foreign currency loans granted to residents is subject to a final tax of ten percent (10%), pursuant to Republic Act No. 9294 (approved by President 
Gloria M. Arroyo on April 28, 2004).

note 36 – other information
The following are the key financial indicators:

Group Parent
2014 2013 2014 2013

Return on average equity 10.91 % 12.47 % 11.01 % 12.71 %
Return on average assets 1.02 % 1.33 % 1.03 % 1.36 %
Net interest margin 2.35 % 2.16 % 2.34 % 2.15 %
Capital to risk assets ratio 21.25 % 24.75 % 20.91 % 24.33 %

note 37 – supplementary  information  required by bir revenue regulation 
    (rr) nos. 15-2010 and 19-2011
On December 28, 2010, Revenue Regulation (RR) No. 15-2010 became effective and amended certain provisions of RR No.21-2002 prescribing the manner of 
compliance with any documentary and/or procedural requirements in connection with the preparation and submission of financial statements and income tax 
returns.  Section 2 of RR No. 21-2002 was further amended to include in the notes to financial statements information on taxes, duties and license fees paid or 
accrued during the year in addition to what is mandated by PFRS.
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Below is the additional information required by RR No. 15-2010 that is relevant to the Parent Bank.  This information is presented for purposes of filing with the 
Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) and is not a required part of the basic financial statements as of December 31, 2014.

a) The Parent Bank is a non-VAT registered corporation engaged in specialized government banking and paid the amount of P 613 million as percentage tax pursuant  
 to RA 9238 law/regulations and based on the amount reflected in the Sales/Gross Income Received account of P 19.594 billion.

b) Documentary stamp tax (DST) paid/accrued: (In thousand pesos)

Transaction Tax Due

Loan Instruments    15,890
Deposits and other cash transactions  679,107
Others                439

695,436
 Withholding taxes paid/accrued: (In thousand pesos)

Tax on compensation and benefits 385,668
Creditable withholding taxes 91,357
Final withholding taxes 370,900

847,925

c) Local and national taxes paid/accrued: (In thousand pesos)  
Gross receipts tax

National 416,126
Local 21,918
Total 438,044

Expanded withholding tax                                              14,980
Real property tax                                              11,263
Municipal tax                               7,555
Others 8,237

480,079
   
In addition to the required supplementary information under RR No. 15-2010, on December 9, 2011, the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) issued RR No. 19-2011 which 
prescribes the new annual income tax forms that will be used for filing effective taxable year 2011. Specifically, companies are required to disclose certain tax information 
in their respective notes to financial statements.  For the taxable year December 31, 2014, the Parent Bank reported the following revenues and expenses for income tax 
purposes (In thousand pesos):

Revenues
Services/operations 4,528,150
Non-operating and taxable other income:

Gain/(loss) from sale/derecognition of
non-financial assets 373,323

Recovery from charged-off assets 208,066
581,389

5,109,539
Expenses

Cost of services:
Compensation and fringe benefits 1,166,808
Others 2,034,204

3,201,012
Itemized deductions:

Compensation and fringe benefits 1,166,808
Taxes and licenses 356,748
Depreciation/amortization 139,294
Securities, messengerial and janitorial services 91,713
Communication, light and water 84,690
Information Technology 79,602
Management and other professional fees 52,683
Fees and commission 51,401
Actual Expenses – Lawsuits 46,170
Rentals 34,333
Repairs and Maintenance 32,157
Traveling/Fuel Lubricants 27,744
Stationery and Supplies 23,577
Bad debts 18,385
Others 132,406

2,337,711
5,538,723

Net taxable income/(loss) (429,184)
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note 38 – reclassification/reversal
The Parent Bank’s subsidiary Al-Amanah Islamic Investment Bank of the Philippines booked the following accounts to restate its financial statements for CY 2013: 
(In thousand pesos)
 

Particulars                  Account Name Debit Credit

Set-up of clothing / uniform expense Accounts Receivable 8
Fringe Benefits – Clothing Allowance 30

Accounts Payable 38

Reversal of allowance for impairment loss for an NCAHFS Allowance for impairment loss – Misc. Assets 371
sold in CY 2012 and miscellaneous liabilities for the Miscellaneous Liabilities 6,123
retirement benefits of former employees Miscellaneous Assets 348

Retained Earnings 6,146

Note 39 – Events after the reporting date
a) On January 28, 2015, the Board approved the declaration of cash dividend to the National Government (NG) of P2.536 billion covering CY 2014 net earnings  
 per Board Resolution No. 0038, which was paid on March 16, 2015; 

b) On February 10, 2015, the Parent Bank received a Letter of Notice (LN) from the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) on the corporate income tax assessment for  
 the taxable year 2011 in the amount of P 3.15 billion, wherein the Parent Bank was among the affected banks that disputed thru the Bankers’ Association of the  
 Philippines (BAP) the assessment that originated from the differences in the interpretation of the Revenue Regulation (RR) released by the BIR in 2011; and 

c) On February 18, 2015, the Monetary Board through its Resolution No. 267 granted the authority to LBP and DBP to hold on to the MRTC equity investments,  
 classified as non-allied undertakings under Section 1381 of the Manual of Regulation for Banks, subject to the 35 per cent ceiling; and

d) On February 25, 2015, BSP declined the Parent Bank’s request for extension up to July 31, 2015 for the relief on the non-deduction of the MRTC equity  
 investment from CET 1 in the computation of the Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR).
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Sen. Gil Puyat Avenue corner Makati Avenue
Makati City, Philippines

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1996, Makati Central Post Office 1200

Trunkline: (632) 818-9511 to 20, 818-9611 to 20
Fax: (632) 893-4311
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